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This thesis smboäiss the romIts of theoretical 
investlgattons into a *wbsr of brambes of mole gar 
FkWeles to rhiah molecular vibrations are Involved. The 
brad divvis3ons Irft ch it falls are as fbLia fs 
spsstrosaopy (chapters I, XI and III) , kcal kinetics 
(C1*ptsr IV) , x-ray or stal º" (Appendisss I and II),, 
and thsrmo 1_ iss (Appendix III). 
In Chapter Ia now form of matrix pet' u t*t1on i oty 
to developed for ealoulating the vibration froquenoies of 
moleaulss 'se vibratt nn spectsrº fall roughly Into Wo 
dass.., namely, a h1*% and a low frisp2*nay class. 
this method the single exact secular sqution for is 
r Mi®s isrsplaosd by two approxUate, equations of 
r order, In Leis of vbaae solutions the exact 
frscuurmtos are obtained as analytical bitt Infinite swiss. 
In Chapter II It is siaim that the method leads to an 
sdcplieit szpruasjon for the first order effect of a bending 
force constant upon the sloe º1 stretching f qufno Los of 
normal paraffins In the stg. ºs sg configuration. Chapter III 
voasists of a discussion of ! infxe"xet and Ren spectre 
ill. 
of bs11na1 spar v ss tt b* 4*'IA atl ire t OP V'-' s 
In 1 VibVttiori $ e*a are derived fism 14irºt1ons of 
grawt º, spit to intensity re +atianslApe are romid for 
aa r1 vonuthtng at ma atoms+a VW-APSAW rral r 
ovaplej together, and the ; parbuMb*t n theory to applied to 
U* a1 to Obtain relations between the allow" 
lea's bat ro'squem# end Ihr WWI* of the helix. 
' paoble In OhMadeal kimtias discussed in Chapter 
IV t that of *alea1atIdg urA lScu ar reaction rates. 
attempt is msde to MM a satisf c jº qe m531* )ý. 
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The theory of moleoular vibrations enters into t) 
Interpretation of a wide rexige of phenomena in moleoular 
Physics, In the field of spec trocoopy it Is need to relate 
the observed infra-red and Ranee epeatra to hypothetioal i 
molecular configuration and. force tl, elds. It is employed 
in chemical kinetics to predict rates of reaction. It is 
involved in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties 
both of crystals and of fluids. And in electron and L-ray 
diffraction it comes into the interpretation of the observed 
spectra in terms of atomic arranfsments in molecules and 
crystals, 
In this thesis contributions are made to several of 
these fields. ? or the most part the individual ohapters 
are self-contained, and Indeed they are presented here, 
apart from minor ®odifioatione, in the form in whioh they 
have been published or are about to be published as papers. 
Ohapter I deals with a problem whioh is of interest 
mainly to speotrosoopists. Given a model of a moleoule in 
Which both its equilibrium oonfi ; oration and its foroe field 
are specified, It le possible in principle to solve the 
secular equation for the classical vibration frequencies 
ehiob appear as fundamentale in its infra-red and Kamen 
spectra. In praotioe, unless the molecule is either very 
simple or highly symmetric, the solution entails tedious 
numerical computation and gives little indication of the 
existence of any relations between the spectra of related 
molecules. Nevvertheleas, experimentally it is found that 
frequencies obaraeteristio of bonds or other small atonic 
groupizs carry over with quite remarkable constancy from 
one molecule to another, as if the different modes of 
vibrational coupling encountered in the various molecules 
were of relatively slight influence. In this chapter the 
coupling of high frequency vibrations through low frequency 
structures is treated by perturbation theory and it is shown 
by examples under what circumstances the aeries so obtained 
for the frequencies are likely to be rapidly convergent. 
In Chapter II the perturbation theory in applied to 
The skeletal vibrations of normal paraffins. It has long 
been knowl that a rather crude approximation to the 
stretching frequencies may be obtained in closed form by 
treating such a paraffin molecule as a ps rteotly flexible 
sigsag chain of equal point masses ooaaeoted by elastic 
bonds. It is apparent that a better approximation to to 
be expected it small bending force constants are included 
3" 
in the force field, but it tarne out that the solution can 
no longer be obtained in closed form. One way of getting 
round this difficulty, which has. been tried by earlier 
workers, is to treat the chain as if it were oyolios the 
closed solution which results becomes valid asymptotically 
for long chains, but is incorrect for short chains. Mnother 
w y" which is desorl. bed in this chapter, is to regard the 
inflaenoe of the bending constants on the stretching vibrat- 
ions as a small perturbations the closed solution so derived 
is valid to the first order in the perturbation for all 
lengths of chain; it agrees asymptotically with the earlier 
solution for long chains as far as the first order. 
Ths lnvsstigation roported In Ohapter III is again 
oonoerned with epeotrosoopyt At the present time there is 
considerable interest in the properties of helical molecules, 
a class to which many substanoes of biologioal importance 
seem to belong. In this ohapter group theory is used to 
olaseif1 the normal modes of such a structure and to derive 
the selection rulos for its infra-red and Hama spectral 
the relative intensities of oomponents having various 
polarisation are calculated according to a weak-coupling 
approxieationj and some approximate relations between the 
s eotral frequencies and the number of molecular units per 
turn of the helix are found by an application of the 
4. 
perturbation theory already described. 
In Chapter IV we turn from spectra to chemical re- 
actions. There is already in existence a theory of uni- 
molecular reactions In dich dissooiation of a molecule is 
considered to occur when, due to vibration, a certain internal 
coordinate exceeds a critical value. In this theory the 
reaction rate is calculated by a method which treats the 
vibrations olassioally; what is done In Chapter IV is to 
develop a quantum mechanical analogue of the earlier theory, 
starting from identical assumptions with regard to the 
mechanism of dissociation* It Is found that the quantal 
treatment leads to some physically absurd oonsequenoes, and 
it is suggested that the root of the trouble lies In the 
assumed definition of dissociation. 
Finally, in the Appendices are collected a number of 
other papers, published or in course of publication. The 
first two of these deal with the influence of thermal vibrat- 
lone in crystals upon the electron distribution derived from 
measurements of X. ray scattering. Preliminary investigations 
of this problem have already been described in Chapters 2 
and 4 of the author`s M. 3o. Thesis (University of London 
March 1952), but the present account covers the theory more 
extensively than was possible at that time. Appendix III 
consists of a letter on a method for computing the sero-point 
5" 
energy of a moleoule direoily from its geometry mod foroe 
field. 
A note on the Land Q matrivea. 
Throughout this thesis use is made of the F and ß 
satrix method for solving aol. oular Vibration problems, 
first developed by W11son (1939,1941). The principal 
Ideas of this method are sut ariaed here for oonvenienoe. 
Let the oolu= vector r denote the 314 Cartesian 
components (x1 Y1 el x2 y2 ----"- ON) of a general die- 
placement of an N-atomic molecule from equilibriam. The 
kinetic energy of the motion In the gi*adratio function of 
the velocity components 
T} r1 rý (X) 
in wMoh 
N" " dielt. cal 141 a R2 a2 - --- MR) º 
wirre al ----- a. are the masses of the N atoms. On the 
other hand, the potentlsl energy depends only on the internal 
distortion relative to the equilibrium oontiguration and for 
Wall distortions may be written as a quadratio funoti(n 
Vajy Py, (2) 
in rhioh y denotes the 3N-. 6 independent oomponents (3N-5 for 
a linear noleouls) of the internal distortion and F is a 
matrix of toro" oonotant" and interaotion oonotMta. In 
6. 
principle F may be oaloulated ab initio by solving the 
bohrödinger equation for the molecule, but in practice, 
such a calculation being prohibitively difficult, use is 
made of semi-empirloal force fields based on the usual 
chemical model of the molecule an a structure of bonds. 
It is then convenient to define the components of y, so far 
unspecified, to be extensions of bonds, deformations of 
bond. -angles, torsions about bonds, etc., for in terms of 
such coordinates the 410 matrix may be expected to be nearly 
diagonal (the "simple valency force field" of B erram, 1914) 
at least for structures of single bonds. In dealing with 
molecules oontaining doable and triple bonds the same oo- 
ordinates are still useful, but a more sophisticated approach 
to the force field is nnecessary, particularly where conjugated 
systems are involved: such an approach is provided by the 
molecular orbital theory of chemical binding (Coulson and 
I+ofnet- higgine 1948) or, qualitatively, by Pauling le 
resonance theory. 
In general the relation between the vectors and r 
in small dioplaaements is linear and may be written in the 
form 
Y Hr (3) 
rohere the rectangular matrix B matiy be derived from the 
geometry of the equilibrium configurations general expressions 
T. 
for the transformation (3) have been given by Wilson (1941) 
and Deoia+w (1948)o From (2) and (3) one obtains as the 
expression for the potential energy in terms of the Cartesian 
displacements 
v. } r'(e' F H) r. (4) 
valid only for small r. The equations of notion which 
follow immediately fivm (1) and (4) may be condensed into 
the single matrix equation 
Ir - -(e? IBr. (5) 
In order that a simple harmonic vibration, roc coo (Zn'vt - ýd} 
say satisfy (5) Its asplituds must fulfil the conditions 
(B'BB)r a ? 1Mr, (6) 
In vhioh Aa4 Ir% v% These equations are 
oonsistent for nor. -zero r only if X is a solution-of 
the dote rminental equation 
sirwe the nullity of B" 4'' B is 6, of the 3N solutions 6 are 
sero, oorreeponding to free translation and rotation. 
It one is interested only in. the 3r -6 proper 
fibratiofle, one aq premultiply (6) by a`1 md use (3) to 
obtain the mors useful equations 
a ay " )ly , t7) 
in whioh 
8. 
For equations (7) to be oonsietent either Za0 (tranaletion 
and rotation) or a is one of the 3N-6 solutions of the 
transformed determinental equation 
1- *x I` 0. (9) 
tether analysis (see Appendix II) shown that, in feat, the 
kiX do energy of vibration is just the quadratic expression 
owl * Y" (10) Twib " 
a relation abioh demonstrates the physioal aignifioanoa of 
the G matrix* 
4oaotieoes, as in Chapter I, one is interested in the 
secular equations 
xaF" ý1 (11) 
1*re s If a row Ratrix, rather than in the equations (? ). 
It In obvious from (7) and (11) that the eigenveotors x 
and Z oorreepondigg to a given "igenvalue 
ýl are related 
by the equation 
(1») 
y GX 
Now from (10) it follows that the raomentaxa row matrix 
oonjuSate to the coordinate oo1ii matrix Z is given by 
D. 71 4`1 " 
Evidently, just as the eigenveotor qL represents (apart from 
an arbitrary soale faotor) the amplitudes of a noxmil node 
in coordinate apaoel, so x represents the corresponding 
9. 
amplitudes in momentum spane* if x is normalised according 
to the oonvention 
ZGz = 1, 
then q in normalized to satisfy 
y, G y"I. 
AN APPLICATION OF PERTURBATION THEORY 
TO - THE F AND 0 MATRIX METHOD OF CALCULATING MOLEOULAR VIBRATION FRRQUESOIt1:: 3. 
" 
The F and 0 aatrix form of the sooular equation for 
noleoular vibrations may be split into two approximate 
equations, of which one has as its roots the high . frequencies 
(oorresponding to relatively rigid bond®, etc. ), the other 
the low fregnenoies (corresponding to relatively weak bonds, 
*too)* With the aid of the eigenveotors of these two 
equations, the exact equation is transformed into a form 
which yields the oorreotion3 to the approximate frequenoies 
by a straightforward applloation of perturbation theory. 
The use of the correction terms so derived and the convergence 
of the perturbation series are illustrated by a discussion of 
the totally eystria modes of ethylene. 
It INTRODUCTIUN 
The I and 0 matrix method described in the General 
Introflnotion is often useful in the oaloulation of the 
vibration frequencies or polyatomio moleoulee: its chief 
virtue is that it reduces the order of the seoular equation 
11. 
tos a oolooal" containing I atom from 31 to 3N-6 by 
eliminating the aero roots which correspond to translation 
and rotation. In this method the frequencies are obtained 
from the mtrlx equation 
GP7"Iy 
In Täloh 
ýa Arr% )A 
where V is a vibration frequ. enoy, r is the ooluin vector 
of interns] displaoements and F and G are, respeotively, the 
potential and inverse kinetio energy matrices defined by 
equations @. I. (2) & (8). then )1 is a root of the deter min- 
antel equation 
I)il 
" 0" (1) 
Frequently it is possible and oonvenient to e ffeot a 
fur tbo r si eiplifi©ation by an approximate procedure. . 'ya 
partition the ooeplet" not of frequencies into two Glasses, 
high frequenoies (A) and low frequencies (B). Vie mr ooneider 
that these olasees are related to a oo rrespoading partition 
of F into large and small foroe oon$tantei that is to say, 
rrri ting 




sere FA ]! H8 are of orders nA, nB reepeotively 
12. 
OMA f nI3 ` Ste) and awl ' FAB 0 we accuse that 
FAB "o (2) 
(this restriction will be removed in section 5) 
and tbSt the latent roots of FAA ase largo ooaparod with those 
of F. ist the oorresponding partitions of z. and ß be 
iA fw SL u 
Z. . ad a 3 BA' BBD 
Ehere BA " AA. 
ßAA ZAA 
IBA ! AA 
The gooular equation (1) beoo e 
ý' Q-J1H ýD 
0, 
0 SBB 3B -A I-8 
here TA , IB are t! w unit aatrioee of orders nA ,x 
reepeotively. Obviously, if we neglect ! B3 in comparison 
with Fuel, the high frequencies are the na roots of the 
equation 
SAA ! AA 
3ýA IA 
I"0. (3a) 
Wilson (1941) show" that Nhen FAA is large oompar"d with 
FBB (eo that the bonds of ohne A are effeotively rigid 
during normal vibrations of class B)9 the low frequencies 
we tide nA roots of the equation 
- 
ý13 IB 




This roplsos®ent of one secular equation of order nA f %. 
tpr two approximate ones of orders AA and nH often simplifies 
the oonpatatioa ooaaidorably. 
There are several inetanoes in ioh the approximation 
Is adequate for example, the OH "tretohing frequency (about 
3000 Q1 on the wave Haubor scale) is high compared with 
most of the other frequencies of orgsnio molecules and is 
therefore nearly oonstant in all moleoulee, eine it aq be 
o$loulated from equation (3a) without refereno" to the etruota re j 
of the rest of the aoleouleo conversely, one may usually 
treat a OH bond as rigid in calculating the remaining 
frequencies from equation (3b). However, it is sometimes 
desirable to apply corrections to this first approximation: 
In this chapter the necessary correction terms are derived 
by as application of matrix perturbation theory. The 
remarkable constancy throughout a large number of molecules 
of the spectral frequencies associated with certain bonds 
or grotips of bonds - the OR frequency already mentioned is 
a notable example . indicates that the infinite series of 
correction terms thus obtained may be expected to converge 
rapidly in rsny oases of importance in spectroscopy. 
THAN`JM ION OF THE ä} 0NUT ON 
, 
it 
Ike exaot esouler equation xhioh we wish to solve is 
14. 
(1), in näioh now 
AA UA ! AB ZBB 
OF . A ! AA ý' IBB aä38 
Let as suppose that we have already solved the approximate 
equations (3a) and (3b) to obtain approximate eigenvalues 
01 
iioh w* shall denote by 
X (1 "1 to nA) and 
). 
(j "1 to n8) reepeotivelys for the prevent we assns these 
to be nondegenerate{ we shall deal with the problem of 
degeneracy in section 4. We now oaloulate the corresponding 
row eigenveotore z and 
a ! AA FAA a 
3B3 9B3 FHB ' 
4, from the matrix "quatione 
o=. (5. ) 
Al AI 
ABj ABJ (5b) 
This sigsnveotors oontsin an arbitrary soalar factor and so 
may be normalized bfr imposing the ooanditions 
k' U (6a) iA ! A3 
? t8j XBB 1. (6b) 
By poetaultiplying equation (5a) by GAA z h' premultiplying 
the transpose of the oorrerponding equation in 
A by 
s and subtraoting one from the other, we prove the 
eigenveotors to be orthogonal in the uenee that 
G0 (1 ý41 AAA A& " 
15. 
Siailarly we may prove that 
nBj =3B'-mac '0 (3 1( k)" (7b) 
Let as construot square matrices ZA sind 36 from rows 
zj (i "1 to nA) and !j (j "1 to a. ) respectively. Uinae 
a oomple to set of eigenveotore is a linearly independent set, 
XA and it, are regulu r. The equations (5) asy now be written 




ding (X Al) ý/ `B . diag ( ßj) " 




(9b) aß ß=ße % IH 
wº next oon. truot the matrices 
P" YA tp 
-1 ?. % MLwA " 
; 
'" 
4" ßßp y, 2 
aBA ýw , äß 
nhioh are easily seen from equations (9) to' be reoiprooals 
16 
(PQ # 1) . Pro- and postmultiplication of GF by Land 
respectively yields the ey etrio matrix 
11 sP0FQ 
=A "AA :, AA =AA lA 
IA B BB 28A º" 
=A ý. 










This formula may be simplified by defining the new matrixes 
AB A . ü3 
h 
rBArAB 
and using "quatiOne (8) and (9)s 
01 
nA +r t'13 ['BA' 
ýB BA 
(10) 
i Ea A 
43 
nl e Thus Pre- and poatmultiplioetion of the seoular equation 
(1) by IF ( and It ( reupeotively tranaforine it to the new 
fora 
where H 1® defined by equation (il). 
(12) 
17" 
3. AP AIOY GF P: RTURBA ION T1 ORX 
So gar, in the derivation of equation (12) from the 
original secular equation, the theory has been ezaot. Now 
lot os suppose that the trequenaies of class B are low 
oompared with those of Mass A. that is, that all the ratios 
)i 10, are smell. Than ni n be considered as 
bi At 0 
of the first order of & apneas relative to nA9 and ü 
may be expanded as a series 
R" I° + Hl , 
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A straightforward application of perturbation theory leads 
18. 
to the follordng expressions for the eºtoooaoiYe oorreotione 
to I and 
)1 
H0 
Fest oor reotions- 
al 
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(In the formulae for A and 
7X 
;3j the primed summation 
signs indioate that the terms h"i and k-j are to be 




REa'OVAL OF DFG1 NLRACI13 
We have assumed so far that the original determinantal 
equations (3a) and (3b) have only distinot roots. As far 
as the transformation of the exact equation (1) is concerned, 
this is an unnecessarily restrictive assumption. The analysis 
ihioh leads to equation (12) remains valid when the approximate 
frequencies are degenerate, provided that the degenerate row 
eigenveotors are chosen by a 8ohmidt process so as to satisfy 
the orthogonality conditions (? a) and (7b) . 
However, the application of perturbation theory to 
(12) yields sooerhat different results in the sore general 
case. Het as now label the dingt spproAste frequencies 
01 A1 and use o(, ý to distinguish different 
JA Bj 
"igenveotors of a degenerate set t thus p(' run from 
1 to dAi 9 d33 respectively, these numbers being the 
degeneraoies of 1° ,1 and therefore satisfying the 
Al Bj 
relations 
dA - nA 
J 
then the first oorr. otion tome are as fo11oMS,. 
21" 
1 
Is one of the dAl root. of the equation 
Al 
"' i. of , Aiee - 
A, 8 




1 41BEaI3 BA &tc' 
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"ý Ai ootolý 
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"" 0 
. 8' Awt , -aaZ s. arc, - .A ýa 
8B 














-T ,i 8 Acet 
`Ail ASK 
ý8 
J ßý 8j(b JI 
.,.,, ore oor. iplioated sxj) z 3sions may be obtained for the seoonU 
oorreotion termss the form of these depends upon whether 
the degeneracy has been entirely removed by the first 
Co rre a ti on. 
22* 
5. Ii CLUJIUN 02 II IL RAGT ON UON:; TANTU o rr. r r irrrar . +ýr+rý.. ar 
The other raatriotive assumption mad* thus tar, which 
is also readily renewed, is the condition (2), which states 
that all potential constants for interaction of the ooordinztes 
of Blass A eich those of olaes l3are to be neglected. It is 
often useful to consider the effect upon the frequencies of 
each interaction constants and, as they are usually small, 
they seit be treated by perturbation theory as an additional 
means of coupling between the A and B Systeme. 
It FAB it retained in the P aetrix, the product GI 
has the fo xe 
(LA. KAA + GAB -LA 11 F 1AB '+ H3 
Gy " 
'1113 I-B13) 





n° -a r SBA 





L 'A 2AA f,. 2*BS A-8 
_ ý/ 




The transformed secular equation In again (12), but with H 
now defined by (15). 
In applying perturbation theory, we now treat 
as a first order quantity in addition to Al . The first 
--s3 





1 ^1 ýgp + nBýA 
ý/ 
`b 
So, in the oase of nondegensrate approximate frequenoios, 
the first oorreotlon terra are as foilarrs-. 
nß 





8J Bj, gi ßj 
c), 
A) L AZ " 4. sl 
The oorreeponding s*oond oorreotions wky be derived from the 
general formulae given in seotion 3 in terms of Hi by 
substituting the appropriate expressions for the matrix 
elements. 
It appears now that two di3tinot "tfeots oontribute 
to the freqaenoy shifts: potential ooizpling, represented 
by tba satrix J,, ; and kinstio ooupltng, represented by 
fAjar 
M. 
s. 1 XA ': PLS $'A9 CODES ©F ETIMME 
As a simple example of the application of the formulas 
derived above and to illuºetrete the convergence (or otherwise) 
of the perturbation eerier, let ne oonsider the totally 
symmetric (Ag) modes of ethylene. There are three euch 
modes, which may be specified roughly as followis deformation 
of the HCH angles (Y 1) " etx+etehing of the CC double bond (V 2) 
&td stretching of the CII single bonds (Y5). The observed 
nave numbers (, -V /o) listed by Hersbexg (1945, p. 184) are 
1342,1623 and 3019 oID 
1 
reepeotively. 
Three of the six possible alaasificiations of the 
frequencies into sets A (high) and B (low) are sat out in 
table 1: of these, (i) Is obviously the most eeneibl®, sinoe 
V3 is muoh higher then Y1 and Zj (li) Is more risky, 
for 51l is not such smaller than ya= (1ii) reverses the 
order of V1 and 5F 2 and may therefore be expected to yield 
poor ®pproximgtiona, 
In table 2 are tabulated the approximate frequencies 
oeloula ted according to eaoh of the schemes (09 , (ii) and 
(iii)i the first entry (denoted by 0) in oaoh section is 
the solution of the approximate s oular equations; the 
other entries (labelled 1 and 2) are the same frequencies 
after the application of the first and second oorreotions 
25" 
respeotively. In addition, the suet solution of the cubic 
seoalur equation is given for purposes of comparison. The 
force constants used In the oompatations are those listed by 
11erzberg (loo* cit. ), interaction constants being negleoteds 
these are chosen to fit the *iole of the ethylene speotrus 
(six force constants are chosen to fit a total of twelve 
frequencies), 80 the exactly calculated Ag frequencies do 
not sgsoe very closely With the observed lines. This die- 
os*panoy is irrelevant to the present comparison between exact 
and approziUats theoretical trequenciea. 
JIOO ON 
Inepeotion of the values of 1 and 
y2 in table 2 
shows that, as was to be expected, the suooeseive approx 
imatione of Calculation (i) converge quite rapidly, those of 
(ii) converge rather more slowly, whereas those of (Ili) appear 
to be divergent. One may oonolude from this that whoa (as 
in (ii) ) the olassifioati on into low and. high frequencies 
is a poor one, several corrections say be necessary before 
reasonably aoou rate values are obtained for trequenoies 
near the borderline of the olaasifiostion; and that when 
(as in (iii) ) the classification actually reverses the 
Proper order of some of the frequencies, the crude approximate 
solution of the secular equations is the one which lies 
. C" 
closest to the exact solution for the transposed frequencies. 
On the other hand, the highest frequency ($ 3) is obtained 
with good accuracy even by method (iii); method (ii), in 
which the influence of the middle frequency (0 2) is taken 
into account from the outset by including it in class A0 
leads to the beat results. One nay conclude that in the 
calculation of the more remote frequencies of a spectrum the 
method of oleesifying the middle frequencies in of little 
importance. 
The amount of labour involved in applying the 
corrections is quite emall9 mien once the approz, mate secular 





and the corresponding eigenveotors =Ai, ! Bj* The oon. 
struotion of the matrices 
.,, 
and rA. B and the 
calculation of the successive correction terms oonsiat merely 
of straightforward algebraio manipulations *hioh can be per.. 
formed rapidly on a desk calculating machine. The apparent 
disadvantage of the procedure is that it involves finding 
eigenveotore as well as sigenvaluee, but for large secular 
equations the extra labour which is entailed is small compared 
with that needed for the solution of the complete secular 
equation. For example, it is easier to compute sigenvalues 
and eigenveotors for two Quartios than to obtain the 
eigenvalues of one eighth-order equation. Besides, the 
27. 
solutions for certain oommon atomic groupings, onos found, 
way be used over and over again in oaloulations on larger 
mole oul(3. 
' 1n 11: ono cuiamc. zt nu.; t be uao e concernit ;; the nature 
of the approximt-Ition used in the derivation of the approximate 
secular equations. In the introduotion it was stated 
(followi 'S the usual derivation of these equations) that the 
olassifloation of the frequencies corresponds to a partition 
of the force constants into low and high classes, that is, 
to a olas: 31. fioation of the bonds, etc. Into weak and strong 
of aase 3. But the transformed exact secular equation (12) 
zt 
shows that kin the approximate frequencies whose relative 
mWinitadom are important; more preoieely, the oonvergenou 
of the pe rtu, rbation series depends . mainly on 
the ratios 
O 
Three the effective rigidity of a bond, in 
t+_-a Bones which it important for the oaloulation of 
frequencies, depends not only on its having e relatively 
large force constant but also on its being attached to a 
relatively light atom. For example, the effective rigidity 
of a Chi bond relative to a CC single bond is a consequence 
of the relatively small moss of the H atoms the force oonstarite 
are not very different in magnitude. 
'fiBLIL 1 
l ETlO1)J OF QLA IFYING PI; 4" IYL1 E AV MODEN 








A, QU1Ii©I1J OP ETYL1h 
Type of y1 terror ya º y=rror Y3 . rrror 




w 3013 4m 
0 1238 0.1 1774 0.9 
(1ý 1 1237 0.0 1763 0.3 
2 1237 0.0 1750 0.1 
0 1363 10.2 1598 - 9.1 
(ii) 1 1303 5.3 1064 - 5.3 
2 1263 2.1 1710 - 2.7 
0 1442 16.6 1522 -13.4 
(iii) 1 1534 24.0 1408 -19.9 


















- Q. 1 
THE ZiKELLi1TAL S TCHI N(3 VIBRATIONS OF 
NORMAL YARAF INS iAP RTUPMATIQN T ", ATMEM 
St 17 . 
The perturbation theory developed in the previous 
chapter is applied to the skeletal Vibrations of the n- 
paraffine. By treating the bending force constant as small 
compared with the stretching constant the first order 
correction to the stretching frequencies is obtained in 
closed form. It io compared with the corresponding term 
in the Mirkwood - Pitser formula for long-chain paraffins. 
The most stable ooaf g ration of the n-parafftne 
H(OH2)AH, ead that %hiah is the only form found in the 
crystalline state (*aller, 1928; Bunn, 1939), oonaiets of 
a planar sigsag arrangement of the oarbon skeleton and terminal 
hydrogens with the CH2 groups disposed syametrically in planes 
normal to the zigzag axi s, all the angles being approximately 
tetrahedral. Attempts have been made to account for the 
frequencies of those in-plane vibrations in which the carbon 
skeleton sufferg most of the deformation by treating the 
31. 
skeleton as a zigzag chain of equal point messes. If a force 
field containing only a single stretching constant for each 
CC bond is employed, the secular equations admit of an 
analytic solution (ßarriol, 1939)9 but the frequency spectrum 
obtained does not agree well with the intro-red and laman 
data. If a bending constant for the CCC angle in now 
introduced, the solution is no longer analytic but approximate 
expressions may be delved for long chains, there end effects 
are comparatively unimportant, by imposing periodic boundary 
conditions (Kirkwood, 19391 Fitzer, 1940) . By a suitable 
choice of the beading constant reasonable agreement with the 
general features of the observed spectra may be achieved 
(Brown, Sheppard & Simpson, 1950)o 
In this chapter it in ahoi that a treatmont of the 
bonding constant as a perturbation by the method described 
in Ohapter I leads to a closed analytic expression for the 
first order correction to the stratohing frequencies for 
all Chain lengths. !? or long chains it is found that this 
expression tends asymptotioally to the fir: 3t ord, 'r term in 
the Kirkwood--Pitser formula. 
In section 2 the problem is formulated in the P and 0 
matrix formalism and the approximate secular equations I (5a) 
for the stretching frequencies are solved. In section 3 
the first order correction term is calculated, jeotion 4 
32. 
consists of a r4um6 of the irk ood-Pitzer solution and a 
oosparison of that solution with the present work. The 
results are disoussed in seotion 5. 
2. `'T11 USOUi. AIi U QU ATI UIr i. 
Lot us consider a regular zigzag chain of j point 
msese" " in the pry plena, the sigaeg sails lying along the x 
axis (so* figure 1). We define intssinal ooordinatse for 
etretohing and bonding as followss.. 
yAr a inoro®ont of (r, rf 1) bond length 
(r -1..... N- 1) i 
y88 " equilibrium bond length I 
inoromant of (s, a+ 11 a+ 2) bond 
angle (" -1...... N- 1). 
By inrpsotion of figure 1 we see that for =all di. plao®aments 
the equations relating yam, 9 y, 3$ to the Cartesian die- 
plaoements of the masses are 
3' Ar " 
(.. x. '; ' kr+l) ein *+ (-1) r(7r - Yr+l aoa *ö 9 (1) 
Iße " (-x 13 
+ Xs+2)ais ii -- (-1)N(ye -- 2, YO+l+ y -ý)Stnäla9 
where 0 is the equilibrium bond angles the ooeffioiefts of 
this transformation oonsti tuts the matrix B of ß. I. (3) . 
From equations (1) and ß. I. (8) we find the following 
expressions for the none-sero elements of the 0 aatrizs- 
33. 
ßArt 
Ar4l . j-10000 " ßArt A, -l1 
' alt 2-00 110) ßB s* Bs 
"Be, "' "'1(1"oosG) :4,1r : s+ 
(2 ) 
ß8s Bs+a " .. a-looso « ßB$, 89.. 21 
ate, 
iBs ,. 
C lsinQ = 419Ar 
(a . r-2, r. 1, r, r+1) . 
These. fox lee are special oases of those tabulated by lleatus 
(1948), 
If we suppose that the bonds are identical, and assume 
that the force field contains only force constants k1, k8 
for stretching and bending respectively, the ' matrix takes 
On a particularly simple form in which the only non-ze ro 
elements are 
PAs', Ar * kA " 
(3) ý'Bs, 
Bs " k3 w 
The secular equations G. I. (11) for the c omeritum vecto rx 
are now 
xA r, ' 
(kA /R) t(xAloos 0+ 2xAr 
+x 
, 141099) - 
sir (x3r--2'; ' XBr ,1 
+ Xxir + Xk3r+1)1 
(4) 
34. 
il xBe - (k. B /2) 
{i 
-sBB--too s4 + 2at$s_1 -oa 
+ 2x8, ". oo + 2XBa+l - x139-0,2oo8G) 
". inQ (M l+ Ae+x16+1+X' Z)} 0 
(4, 
coh+. ) 
in which ýa4 7rt v2, 
By setting k8 -0 In the first of equations (4) we 
obtain for the approximate Seoular equations 1 (5a) 
%AA xAr " (kA /s) 
1 21Ar + oosg'(z 1+ XAß, 1) 
}. (5) 
The standard method of dealing with euch a linear second order 
difterenoe equation in to write an a trial solution 
z ,s "exp 
(1 r! i) 9 
wbioh satisfies (5) provided that 
V 
A* (2M A /e) (1 + oo eG oo9 0) . (6 ) 
V 
Obviously *# give rise to the some so the general 
solution for xa is 
xAX -a ozy (i r d) fb exp (-i r J),,, 
Now the boundary oonditlons whioh have to be imposed are 
zAO " 0, _AN so 0, 
oorresponding to the end equations z"1, N-1 of the set 
ý5). Theratore the aotual solution Is 
xAr "o ein(r ý) (? ) 
*dth 0 limited to the roots of the equation 
sin(N%) " 0. (8) 
35" 
T)* roots of (8) whioh give rise to diestinot no&- 
trivial solution. (7) ars 
ýd, "j Ti /N" "1..... 8. -1. (g) 
So the approximate momentum vector in the Jth normal mode 
has the loran 
xAjr as of *in (Jrr/I), (1©) 
Ehere of in pro far arbitrary, and from (6) the jth approximate 
stretching frequency is given by 
A, " (2k /a) 1+ 009 0 008 (j Tr/L of " (31) 
3« P1 TURBATIO1ý `1mR r rýrwýr*w rwýrw`wr ýýr ýwýrwrirww 
In order to apply the perturbation theory developed 
in Chapter I we most noxuali .s our solution aooording to the 
oonvention 1 (6&). On substituting from (2) and (10) this 
condition booomes 
11--1 




+0000 Z ein{ jr ýr /M) ei n(j 1ºI 'Tt/) " 1. 
r-l 
The trigonometric eerier sre readily oumed by converting 
them into sons of geometric progressional the resulting 
expression for the normalizing faotor is 
0; -2 "" (214/3) 
11+ 
0084 oo s(j 1r/N) 
3" (12 ) 
36. 
we are now in a position to evalaate the first order 
oorreotiou. to the staretohizng tregaenol. es arising fros the 
non-sero bending force oonatant. The formula N ioh we 
require to 1 (13) in it" second to=, that is, 
. 
1Aj_ 
AA, J GAD &1B ! BA SA J 
By stbstituting matrix i1. asnta frost (2), (3), (10) and (12) 
into (13) we obtain the expression 
1 8l'nae 
IV-2 s+2 
A. ' bin 
(i r'tf 
N rn i l+ e cos c it/N)} 5s, m93_1 
on transforming and evaluating the trigonometric sums we 
eventually arrive at the formula 
L4ksine cosz(j-n'lN) 
I I+ c osýj r/N )} 
Wjl+ CO$ Cos (jl' jN)i 
ýI. (211N) [I - cos 
(i Im /N)l 1, 
The exaot stretching fregnennoiee are to be derived 
from this equation 





rr srs Ar are given by (11). (14) rwepeotively. J1 
To evaluate the second order term we should have to solve 
the approximate eeoular equations I (5b) for the bending 
modes, for the seoond order pertuibation term oelonlated in 
Chapter I oannot be transformed into a torn oontaining 
explioi tly only sA j and the F and G matrioea. Unfortunately, 
the equations I (5b) are somewhat intraotable when applied 
to this problem. 
4o.. _. a t )RM A. 
The exact secular equations (4) may be partially 
solved by writing as s trial solution 
z, "s . xp(i r d) " 
(16) 
z31"b exp(i " ýi) . 
By the substitation (16) ne get from (4) the pair of 
simultaneous equations 
A- (kA/a) I 2a (l 4 oo aG ooh) 
-. 4 b ein0e 'týoo. I$ooed30 
1b 
= (kB/rn) [ -4a ein 0 ekiJ' ooe 1$ ooe 
f4b (1 + coo $)(1 » oo e0 oon 0) 
}" 
On eliminating a, b from these equations we obtain for A 
the formula 
° 0, tN 
(04, &- )) (17) 
in which 
38. 
o( " (kA/2) (1 f Co. O 00$ 0) 
f{ýcý®i i1 ooý0) {1-oas4aold}, 
; 3= (81 Aka/$) (1 f oo® ý) einaýd . 
The upper branch of (17) corresponds to stretching frequencies 
)l 
At the lower to bending frequencies 
'X 
3. 
We run into diffioulty ibis we try to find the allowed 
falwo of the pas. ter 0. The boundaxy oondittons to be 
fulfilled are now six In number, namely 
=AO ' ZAR " XB. 1 m X'80 
(18) 
" XBS«, 1 "% lm 0. 
Qoneegaentlyý the general solution has to contain besides 
(16) not only a term oorreepondtug to .. but also four others,, 
corresponding to parameters t of I, t Ad" Hiob yield the 
aeßee vslne of I hen substituted into (17)+ The determirr. 
satsl equation iah deterainss the allowed values of 09 
A( 19ý It has no simple analytio solution. 
Kirkwood (1939) sMg"stod that for long obaine, where 
presumably end effects are comparatively unimportant, this 
difficulty could be avoided by replacing the tares boundary 
conditions (18) by the requirement that the solution should 
be periodio, With the period equal to the chain length. 
That in to ssyp the condition to be imposed on the solution 
(16) is 
39" 
ZAO XAN, XBO " xI rt 19 
The allowed values of 0i then turn out to be 
2j Ir /NN. (20) 
This solution is u*eatinfaotory in two respeots; it yields 
iregaenoies whioh are degenerate in pairs,, oontrary to 
observation, and it disagrees with the exaot solution (9) 
for k3" 4. 
itaor (1944 pointed out that it would be more reasonable 
to Impose the condition of periodicity in twice the chain 
length, that is, to allow the ends to vibrate either in phase 
or in opposition (phase dif ferenoe = 'Tr ). The allowed values 
of ý now turn out to be just those given by (9)o This is 
moon more eetiafaotory s the degeneraoiee disappear, the 
solution is correct for t: -B "0 and there is a certain amount 
of agreement with the observed speotara. 
Let as now expand the Piteer formula in ascending 
powere Of kBA4. From (17) and (9) we obtain for the 
etretahing frequencies 





(2kA/ID) 11 + 0OB 9 00 0e (j Tr /9)3 
40. 
aM 
IA a- kg sin" A cos" (, j rr/N)I1+ cos (j WIN) 
n1¬1+cosAcosCj-rr/N)i 
(3 m1..... N 1). 
The expression (21) differs from (14)9 the oorreot first 
(21) 
order tern, by the absence of the factor 
r(N, J) a I-(2/N)11-004(VIr (22) 
Evidently # as N---p-00 the ? itaer formula becomes suooeseively 
more aoourate. 
It to instructive, in order to estimate the relative 
usefulness of (14) and (17), to tabulate f(B, j) for a number 
of values of N and ji this is done in table 1. It appears 
that even for quite small values of N (e. g. N" 5) f is 
olose to unity for j- 11 pore generally, it is for small 
values of j that the terms (14) and (21) agree best, and 
this agreement improves rapidly as N increases. : 3o the 
Pitser formula (17) is likely to be reliable for calculating 
the lower frequencies of the stretching speotrum for these 
saws frequenoies the oorreot first order term (14) is at 
its largest and therefore the perturbation series is likely 
to be insuffiolently convergent. on the other hand, for 
41. 
large values of j, where the oorreot first order term is small 
and the perturbation series probably oonverges rapidly, the 
Pitser formula is likely to be inadequate. 
However, there is one major obstacle in the way of a 
satisfactory interpretation of the paraffin skeletal frequencies 
on the present model. The stretching frequencies are not 
entirely disentangled from those of all the other modes of 
vibration which are symmetric with respect to the sigseg plane. 
In partioular, the wagging frequencies of the terminal methyl 
groups are believed to lie very close to the upper and of 
the stretching spectrum (see Brown, Sheppard i Simpson, ope 
cite). Thus distortion of this spectrum is likely to occur 
in the very region in ich the perturbation formula calculated 
in this chapter is expected to be most reliable. Jvidently 
sosse method linst be found of dealing with the interaction 
between the skeletal stretching and methyl wagging modes 
before an adequate interpretation can be given of the skeletal 
fzequenoies. 
42" 
TABS Is VALu1.:; Ok' r (N, j). 
N 
2 1 0 10 1 0.990 
3 1 0.667 2 0.962 
2 0 3 0.918 
4 1 0.854 4 0.862 
2 0.5 5 0.8 
3 0.146 6 0.738 
5 1 0.924 7 0.682 
2 0.724 8 0.638 
3 0.476 9 0.610 
4 0.276 12 1 0.994 
6 1 0.955 2 0.978 
2 0.833 3 0.951 
3 0.667 4 0.917 
4 0.5 5 0.876 
5 0.378 6 0.833 
8 1 0.981 7 0.790 
2 0.927 8 0.75 
3 0.846 9 0.715 
4 0.75 10 0.689 








FiSkri I. Modq, l of ParaUftrº ckain, 
CHAPT. 1: R III 
THL VIBRATION jP : CT (A OR HELICAL 110"OULEQ1 
INPRA. 4U D AND RA AN : 3RLEOIOR RULE3, 
INTENSITIES AND APPROXI)1ATF PR33QUI NOZRS. 
The Infra. -red and Raman selection rules for an infinite 
long-chain molecule having helical symmetry are disoameadq and 
the normal nodes of vibration are classified by the use of 
group theory. A weak-. ooupling approximation is used to 
derive relations between the intensities of the variously 
polarised spectral components arising from a single vibration 
trequenoy of the unit out of wbioh the helix Is built. 
A form of matrix perturbation theory is used to obtain 
some approximate relations between the fregaenoies of these 
components: these relations involve the angle y relative to 
the screw axis which separates snooessive units of the helix 
and provide, in principle, a method by which this angle may 
be measured. It is suggested that the methods discussed 
here  ay serve as a basis for the interpretation of the 
spectra of fibrous proteins. 
rs..... I ODUOTIQr 
Most of the ourrent theoretioal models of proteins 
45" 
and synthetio polypeptlde" are Usioally h*lloal in forms 
several such models have been desoribed by noggins (1943) 9 
by Bragg, Ksndarew & Pruta (1950) and by ? auling & Corey 
(1951 a, b, a). The sigsag oonftgurationg, proposed by 
Astbury & Bell (1941) and by Huggins (1943) are also of the 
sass gen* al type, the number of residues per turn being 
exactly two in the** modele. The experimental techniques 
used to investigate the structures of these molecules have 
so far been mainly of two sorts, both of r&ioh employ 
oriented materials X. -ray diffraction patterns have yielded 
information about repeat distances along fibre axes and have 
been compared with patterns calculated from various theoret- 
ical models; infra-red diohrois, as have led to values of the 
bond-axis angle for individual bonds (usually 0-0 and H) 
in a fibre. An has been pointed out recently by Fraser & 
Price (1952), whereas the interpretation of X. ray data proceeds 
according to a wall-established general theory, the inter- 
pretation of infra-red diohroiems depends on prior knowledge 
of the directions of the transition moments associated with 
the various normal modes of vibration of the peptide residue, 
a fact which introduces considerable uncertainty into auch 
interpretations. 
Apart from the identification of oharaoteri®tio 
absorption bands and the seseorment of diohroio ratios, very 
46 
little use seems to have been made of the infra-red spectra 
so far obtained; the corresponding Raman spectra do not 
appear to have been investigated at all. This situation is 
presamably in part the result of the lack of a suitable 
theoretical treatment l in the Dass of oomparatively simple 
moleoules, for shioh the theory is relatively straightforward, 
the analysis of infra-red and Raman spectra has long been a 
major tool in structure investigation. It seems worthwhile 
therefore to consider in a fairly general manner the norms]. 
modes of vibration of a helical moleoule. In this chapter 
group theory is used to classify the modes and to derive the 
selection rules for infra-red and Raman spectral the relative 
intensities of components having various polarisatione are 
calculated according to a risk ooupling approximation; and 
some approximate relations between the spectral frequencies 
and the number of residues per turn of the helix are found by 
an application of perturbation theory. 
&. GROUP TIIi ORY 41W 
_3S 
CTIQN RULES 
Let us ooneidor an infinite helioal moleoule, built up 
by linking together 1d ntiosl waits (e. g. peptide residues) 
in suoh a way that each unit is transformed geometrically into 
the next by the operation R(1.41) " translation through a 
distanoe 1 along an axis plus rotation through an angle 
4 
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about the same axis (figure 1*)* The set of all operations 
8n (n " any integer, positive or negative) whioh transform 
one unit into another constitutes an infinite group, '(1 ,W), 
ihioh In simply ieomorphio with the infinite oyolio group 2.00 
Its irreduoible representations are therefore all one- 
dimensional and may be labelled rO) with a parameter 0 
which runs through all value e in the range ,- "'R -4 &. +1V : 
the oorresponding oharaoiero are 
x(9 n)-oin8ý (1) 
. very normal mode of vibration of the helix must 
belong to one of these representations, that is, if in a 
normal mode a certain unit vibratos in some manner with an 
amplitude Aq then the nth unit farther on must vibrate in 
the same manner with an amplitude Ae-ixe®+ Eaoh fa quenoy 
V. of an isolated unit gives rise in the beli. oally linked 
r oleoule to a band of frequencies y. (e), where 0 is the phase 
difference between the actions of adjaoent znite. It it 
easily shower that to each frequency v. (O) there oorresponde 
a fregoenoy y ("A) ý ioh is the complex conjugate of V'(9) LL 
and Is therefore equal to it, the frequanoies being real 
quantities. 2hae, with the exoeptiori of V. (0) and 
the lregaenoles are degenerate in pairs belonging to Iý (e) 
and j'(-@) (0 <0 <r )I the corresponding aomplez normal 
modes may therefore be combined to form two real ones in 
48. 
eliioh the amplitudes vary as A cos n9 and A sin n$. 
Inr1rMd l. ptl 
on =lee 
The only fre1sfoies ehiah appear as allowed funda- 
mentals in infra-red absorption are those belonging to 
representations r(e) wiioh are oontained in the represent- 
ation r (H) shioh has as its basis the components of the 
total moleoular electric dipole moment Mi (Rosenthal. &1 urphy 
1936). Since I is a veotor it transforms like x, a typical 
di splaoement vector with oomponents (x, y, s) relative to 
the axes of figure ls 
ýnX /C. 05 M41, --sin my, 0 
Sin rnyi, cos n0 
00,1z,, 
It is convenient to introduce complex coordinates 
x+ = (X+ Ly)In ,2 j> 
x J2 
xo =Z" " 
(2) 
(3) 
the oorresponding oomponents of electric moaent (fitf, , go) 
are involved in the absorption of radiation with right or 
left-"hendsd oiroular polarization about the sorew" xieg or 
line or polarization along the soree axis, respeotively. 'rho 
49. 
transformation of z by H° now becomes 
Hnh+ = -LnY x+ 
H' xe in VX 
(2a) 
- -s 
H' xo = xo . Comparison of (1) and (2a) shows that x+0 x. p xd belong to 




respectively The tnlrsp-red selection rules are therefore 
Was set out In table 1 (a). Anos each frequency V, (4i) 
is degenerate, it occurs in both circularly polarized oom- 
ponents of the speotrums transfor ation of the ooordinates 
bank to the system (x, yo a) shows that Y`Cy) is absorbed 
in both perpendicularly polarised (x or y) components, so 
an alternative set of selection rules is that of table 1 (b), 
A sm selection E404 
Thi only frequsnoies whioh are allowed as fundamsntalo 
in RSman soattering are those belonging to representations 
f (4) 'whiCh are oontained in Us representation 
Mhioh has as its basis the ooaponents of the total moleoalar 
elsotrio polarisability o((osenthal & Murphy 1936) ý Now 
o(, defined by the equation 
pa Q( (4) 
wbrre E is the incident radiation field and p it the induced 
50. 
electric moment, is a mixed second-order teneore its 
components are symmetric (o(X ` oc y, etc. ) when referred 
to Cartesian ooordinatee; relative to the complex coordinates 
defin*d by Me its components form a Hosmitoan matrix 




aa= (C<x + ve)/2 , 
% 
z 
= ax ý' , 
ý2 #a elk. 
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Uoap®rison of (1) and (7) shows that 
belong to r (o), ö and a° to 
N0 to rl-T), oC+ to r (2 v) and 
and oý p 
rý, ýý , oC 
o and 
to r(-2V). 
The Roman selection gales (in terms of two kinds of oirou1a4r 
polarization and one of linear polarization) are therefore 
those set oat in table U) i traniforeation back to Cartesian 
components yields the alternative rules (in terrse of three 
directions of linear polarisation) given in table 2 (b). 
It appears that the Haan spectrum oonteina a third 
set of frequenoies, V. (2 4/)# in addition to the two, 
V. (0) and which are allowed in the parallel and 
perpendicular infra-red spectra respectively. This net is 
allowed only when both the incident and eoattered beams have 
the elsotrio vootor vibrating perpendioular to the axit3. 
3. INTEi3ITI ä 
Let as suppose that in the normal modes corresponding 
to a certain band of frequencies, the coupling between 
the motions of the units is weer, so that the width of the 
6, 
band is small. (This assumption seems to be valid for modes 
oüoh as the characteristic NH and CO vibrations of polypeptide 
chains - the parallel (9 a 0) and pe ndioular (8 -) 
infra-rid ban4 observed by Ambrose & elliott (1951a, b): Fraser 
(1952) and others exhibit only small differences in the 
-14-. 
positions of the absorption maxima. ) Then the ato®io notions 
of a particular unit in any ono of t)* sodas in tw band are 
*pproii ately the DOM as those in the mode V. of the isolated 
unit from ahioh the band Is generated-s the various modes in 
the band differ one from another only in the relative phase 9 
of the motions of neighbouring unite. In these oiroumetanoee 
the "lootrio moant variation, !! i' and polarisability variation, 
oC. # of the unit in the mods v. (8) are independent of 8. 1. 
d ýrýr. Ipfra-r. d intensit ss 
The intensity of infra-red absorption at the frsqu. noy 
v C8) i" (see Fiersberg, 1945, chapter 3) 
IE ýe) f[yVie)] M [n, y16iý t8) I nie-Co p'n h140 
in Nhioh the suffix p denotes the polarisation, f Is it 
frequency-dop"ndent factor and Aip [n Is the pth 
Vie) . component of the moment of the nth unit in the mode V. L 
According to the weak--coupling approximation# the momenta 
oorresponding to various values of 9 in a partioular band i 
dif far only in the phase lags between the moment of one unit 
and those equivalent moments into whioh it is transformed by 
the operations of Ii. That In, 
AKA 
mr[v; j(e)]° Mp;, r`)`z 9 
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in %hioh di (n) is that oomponent of the moment of the nth 
unit into which Mpi p the pth oo sponent of the moment of the 
zeroth uni tg in transformed by the operation Hn. Now the 
ooaplex oormpononts are transformed aooording to the Boheme, 
M+L cn) = M., e. Ztx%p ) 
(ri) rv 
oz fin) = 
moz 
eo equation (8) beoomee 
Iý 
Av, 
I0t)]=+[v: L&)]v. M 
The only none-sero intensities are those allowed by the 
selection rules: - 
10I Müll . 
Aooording to the assumption whioh has been made that the 
band Y-(8) is narrow, the variation within the band of 
4. 
the fre qunoy factor f may be negleoted s then, from (9) 9 the 
Intensities of the two oiroularly polarized and one linearly 
54" 
polarized components may be written 
I= ýL IMJ 
-ý" 
2= (9a) 
I. = -ý=L Iýi ý2 
Alternatively, in terns of linearly polarised components we 
obtain the formulas 
(9b) 
%ý 0 MZL 
It the transition moment M makes an angle pi with the 
a: i eo then 
1 ,, = (M, Iz) Sih+! and 
1L cos 
The resulting formulae for the intensities are tabulated in 
the last column of table 1. An immediate consequence is the 
familiar expression for the dioh"io ratio 
i xz iI. =! z tanýýz .r Zt 
55" 
The intensity of vibrational Raman scattering per omit 
intensity of the inoident radiation at a freltuenoy-displao®ment 
v. (A) from the exciting lime is (see Herzberg, loo. cit. ) 
fdo ; e0 2, 
Iý'Cvl8iý gCycýýýý°tpýn, yc0ý] 1 
' (11} n-x -00 
in iioh p and q dente the polarizations of the inoident and 
spattered beaus roepeotively, g is a frequency-dependent feotor 
and QC 
p [n, ' LP)] is the pq. oomponent of the polarizability 
variation of the nth unit in the mods v. 8ý . rho 
oaloulat on 19 olosoly similar to that of the previous seotion; 
it leads to the following expressions for the intsnsiticS of 
the allowed Raiman linens 
I+ [v. L0)1 = gcv'(-O)) 1 äf JZ 
Iö [y, ýý)] = g [yý (s)) I öýr 
I, t. (-2v)] = g Iv, t Z'')3 
ý °'+ z 
Il 
z_ fvz co)] = g Cyr Lo)i 1a_ß , 
Cyr 





Neglecting variations of g within a band v. (8) and using 
equation (5). we find from (12) that the Raman intensities 
in terms of the two oiroular and one linear polarizations of 
the incident and scattered beams are 




obese aoi, %1* ali' &21 are the zantities defined by 
equation (6), now referred to the mode V of a single unit. 
Al terativelyo the intensities in terae of three linear 
polarization* are 
xygý Ja0. 
)ý' a± vý (o ), 
"=Iy = 29z 
Ix =y_Z 1XL 
Zý gý 
( a`ýýý2 at 
ý ýo; ýý at v (0ý. 
These formulas are tabulated in the last Column of table 2. 
The quantties aoi. "to* rhioh odour in the expressions 
57" 
for the intensities may be related to the principal polaris- 
abilitieo, o1,. ý (r a 19 29 3), of the unit in the node YL and 
to the orientation of the polariaabilit7 tensor relative 
to the axis of the helix. Let cri be the angle between the 
sores axis and the rßh prinoipal axis of the tensors only 
tva of the three oaglo" are independent, on oooonnt of the 
rolati on 
ni 
COSz Try =t. (13) 
Soss straightforward aaAipulation of the equations (6) 9 when 
the Cartesian oomponente of c. are expressed in terms of o4 
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Unfortunately, whereas the two independent infra-red 
intensities soffioe to determine the two parameters, "lii and 
ßäi q the four independent Raman intensities are not sufficient 
to determine the five independent parameters, o(r, ý (r - 1,2,3 ) 
and # (r = 1s 2). 
However, there is a as** of possible interest in whioh 
the Remain data do fix the values of all the parameters (apart 
from an ambiguity of sign whioh 19 of no importano®) . This 
odours when two of the prinoipel polarizability variations 
are equal ( *(L = °'CI = oC , °'CIP = 0(/ , say) s such a 
situation night oooar in a vibration oonaieting mainly of 
the etretohing of a single bond - one would expeot the 
polarizability variation to be roughly ay etrioel about the 
bond as an axis of revolution. If the x-axis is ohosen so 
that in the seleoted unit the axis of revolution Use in the 
xs plane, then the equations (6) , ems the simple form 
a0 =2 




cos) -ý cS 
n -+- ä Cos' 
(15) 
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in ehi oh 01 Is the angle between the axis of the helix and 
that of the polarisability tensor. Obviously Iii aay now be 
deter+ined from the intensity ratio 
r BIZ -ýa ,a ýý 
S' t r%2 
4t 16 ) 
" 
a quantity analogous to the infra-"d diohroio ratio. The 
principal polarisability variations perpendioular (o) and 
parallel ( a; ) to tuet bond aq also be determined from the 
intensities by using equations (12) and (15)o In feet we 
4, 
.) now have three parameters (e(L , c, C 
determining four 
Raman components (related to aoi' aoi' alit a2i) , eo there 
must be some relation oonnooting the intensities. This 
relatiout doh follows issodiatoly from (15)9 is 
J a. (a - oý, oý = aý. - azý 
or, in tsms of the intsneitiso, 
till+ý Ios I_ý 
or the equivalent relation involving linearly polarised 
60. 
Components. (The ambiguities of sign here arise from the 
ambiguity of sign of the amplitude a corresponding to any 
COOK Ht nts 
given positive intensity I$ the signs of the polarisability& 
aoi' soi' a21 determine whioh is the appropriate form of 
equation (17) in any particular situation. ) Unless this 
condition is satisfied experimentally, the theoretical analysis 
in terms of an axially symsetrio polarizability variation is 
not valid. 
4* MKMM gT ON8 Z28. -T= rRX"ClE 
Ixet its label the internal ooordinate oy (bond extensions, 
angular deforeations, at**) which specify a general displace- 
sent of the molecule from egailibriuM with two oaf fixes, r 
(= any positive or negative integer) numbering the unite, 
and oc (" lt 2'9*** N, n sere ' is the number of coordinates 
per unit) numbering the different coordinates within a 
particular unit. The coordinates are to be chosen in the 
sane manner with respect to each unit, so that members of 
the set yrV. (various r, fixed m) transform into one another 
under the operations of the group H. The secular equation 
for internal vibrations may be get up by the method described 
in the General Introduction in terms of the matrices F and 
G, such that the potential and kinetic energies of internal 
notion are respectively 
61. 
1/ " yT F 
and T"YG T_ 
in matrix notation. Then the equation to be solved for the 
frequenoles V. i6) is 
1GF - III = 0) 1 
(18) 
in rhiob ^-ý 4eV" and I is the unit mat ix. 
iinoe V and T are invariant under the operations of 
üt it follows that the matrix elements# Prd's and a r4. sß 
depend on r and " only through their differenoes i. e. is way 
write 
Fr 
ýýsß , ýß , 
'Y, = Gt», ý Mai aß 
where a"a-r. Thaw y(m) represents the interaction 
between the ec th oo ordinate in one unit and the ýth 
coordinate in the nth unit farther on, and G( a) represents 
the corresponding kinetic coupling. By a transformation to 
iy etry coordinates 
rß''0° (191 
(ý' 





the ustrioos 7 and 0 may to partially diagonalized. The 
result of the transformation is to put V and T into the form 
f"R 
V=2s C&) FCe) (o)de, 
_. r 
T= zfs Ce) Gº'(e) s (e) ýc e _T 
where S' is the He rmi to an conjugate of a and 
+00 
Thun the transformation (19) reduces the seoular equation (18), 
, which Is of infinite order, to the Bret of Nth order equations 
1 XCý) 1= 0, t 21) 
In *Ich F (S), ß (9) are dinned by (20), 
ý1 C8) _ /+-tt2 v2(e) and t' 
To oaloalste the intro-red and Raman tiindamental" for 4 helioal 
molecule of given geometry and toroe-oonstante, only three 
equations of the not (21) need to be solved, naasly those 
63. 
corresponding to 0=2. v. 
5t 
-A 
MODEL QNT $IN T PLEB ýEAK L NKCAG$ 
Ist w oonsidor s helix 'Whioh is built up from strongly 
bonded groups of atoms (to be described by internal coordinates 
of set A), multiply linked by weak bonds (described by oo- 
ordinates of set B) -- the model is shown schematically in 
figure 2. Making Certain assumptions concerning the nature 
of the linkages, we shall set ap the secular equations in 
terms of the complete set of internal coordinates (A + 3) 
describing the unit of the helix, and by an application of 
perturbation theory shall derive some approximate relations 
between the spectral frequenoies. 
The aeeuaptioae to be made about the form of the ? -matrix 
are as lollores there are no intereotion® between Aooordinatee 
and B-ooordinate, s, or between A"-ooordinetes in different unite, 
or between B-coordinates in different unite, i. e. 
-A$ 
r)  r 
Q (all +n) 
0 (m *o). -3g 
(22) 
Thin is essentially an approximation to the Loroo field, whioh 
my be a reasonable one it the ooordinates are suitably ohosen. 
641, 
Pram (20) and (22) ae obtain the ]'--matrix in the partitioned 
form 




In dealing a th the G-matrix we are not entirely free 
to assure that certain elements vanisht exoept in certain 
special circumstances the vanishing of an element implies 
that the two coordinates involved have no atom in common 
(Wilson 1939,1941). A. ny assumptions that we make must 
therefore be in the nature of a choice of coordinates, the 
choice is to be such as to simplify the 4-matrix, and it is 
to be assumed that the potential is than adequately described 
in terms of these coordinates by an Fu matrix of the approximate 
form (22). The assumption that we make here may be stated 
in general terms, that the kinetic coupling between the units 
is of the nearest-neighbour type. In detail, the assumptions 
are (1) that the coordinates provide the sole oonneation 
between the otherwise isolated A-unite, (ii) that the B- 
coordinates link only no area t-neighbo uring A-units, and 
(Ili) that only 13-coordinates in the same or in nearest- 
neighbouring 3-links may have an atom in common. The 
65. 
resulting oonditions on G arg 
a 







Frau (20) and (24) we obtain the G--matrix in the partitioned 
form 
(; co) 
GCe) ýAA ' 
G(0) +GCL) _z e 
_GI-11e8+G(°) AB ß8 t 2ý ) 
G c-i)Q'a+ Gcoý + Gcýýý a 
It aaset be notioed at this point that our "nearest.. 
neighbour coupling" assumption does represent an important 
restriction on the foroe-field of the model under consideration, 
Pirat it may involve neglecting the Z'aroes opposing certain 
torsions of the moleoulei secondly it certainly does necessitate 
neglect of the hydrogen-bonding in struoturee such as l auling' s 
*C- and y-helioest for these involve third- and fifth-neighbour 
coupling respectively. 
6f" 
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the secular equation which we wish to solve is (21), 
in which the partitioned forms of F (®) and G (9) are given 
by (23) and (25)o Now it has been shown in Chapter I that 
such a partitioned equation nay be treated by perturbation 
theory on the assumption that the frequencies of set A are 
much higher than those of set 3. IS we consider only the 
high frequenoies, the zeroth order approximation 
is found by solving the secular equation I(3a), 
1 (o F Cc) - x° (0) I A\= 0, -ý a 
iioh booomrs* with the aid of (23) and (25), 
1g: "Ol E°' ýo Ca Io AA a 
This is the secular equation for an isolated snits every root 
ýÄ` {i 1 .... nA, T*re n. in the number of A., ooordinates) 
is independent of S. The first order oorreotion term is 
then given by equation 1(13)# i. e. 




in shioh aAj is that solution of the s gnstlon 
co) ýýo) o XA' GINA 
-- AAAix AZ 
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Substituting in (26) the submatrioes of (23) and (25), and 
using the fermitsan property of P and G we find that the 
oorrootion has the form 
Al W= u` +V; COS 
in which 
Lt Zm XA ` 
(ý4) F (0) G(o) +c i) (Z) 48 -88 
am 
'6A A8 88 -8A -ýý 
Ak _ a8 
G`am' 
So if we take the perturbation 
first order oorreotion, the hi! 
r' (o) (1. ) X/ 
- jig %A --Ptz 
F 'O) (o) 
-'B8 
CZ8A xAL " 
series only as far as the 
kt frequencies vA, (S) eire 
given by 
4lrtvzCý) _ Art. (b) > 
%her º 
(ý )*o 
UZ +VL COS (27) 
Now the allowed Raman fundamentale are obtained by 
putting = 01 y ý; 
Z 1p in equation (27) s they are therefore 
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"x "Cz'4»+Lt c+%i Cos2\P- A( Aý 
From these three e quzations by elladnating ( k, `+ ui) and vi g 
we obtain a relation oonneoting the titres note of frequenoiess 
'Ar ('f )-z ýa< <o)+ý<<zyý)} = cos a`(O) c 
`X wý , 28) A 
In prinoiple at least, equation (28) provides a means by vd ioh 
the angle (Y of the helix may be oaloulated from the splitting 
of the variously polarised oomponents of a high frequenoy 
Raman line. 
7. P C1H4IQN 
The treatment in this chapter of an ideal helical 
molecule is intended as a starting point for an interpretation 
of protein spectra. Bat in a real protein molecule, even if 
(as some likely from the experimental evidence) the structure 
is basically helical! it may be only this polypeptide skeleton 
which has helical symmetry, different sidewhsains (8, R1, etc. ) 
being attached to the o( carbon atoms of the various unite 
(figure 3)e we most therefore consider the probable effects 
of such departures from symmetry on the selection rules, 
69. 
intensities and frequencies. 
Obviously of effect will be a breakdorm of the strict 
selection rules which hold when the symmetry 1s perfect. 
But it is likely that the most intense part of any band 
(i"e* the absorption maximum in the case of infra-red spectra) 
will still be that allowed by the selection rules. ooording 
to the weak ooupling approaisiation* the intensity of any band 
whioh corresponds to a high skeletal frequency (e. g. the CO and 
äH frequencies) may be expected to be almost unaffected. 
A more serious consequence is the effect on the 
frequentes. The perturbations introdaood by the various 
side ohains may be suffioiently large to invalidate the 
approximate formulae which have been derived. However, if 
the side ohains are of largo mass, they may be treated 
approximately as of infinite mass, so that the helical 
symmetry is sffeotively restored as far as the skeletal 
vibrations aase oonoerned. 
A few words mttat be said oonoerning the oiroumatanoes 
in Y610h the approximate frequency relations are valid for 
a moleoule with helloal symmetry. "irst# 4noe the formulae 
have been derived by perturbation theory, the frequenoise 
concerned mast be high oompared with those of the rest of 
the ooleoules in the cage of a polypeptide this means that 
er must ooneider the 00 "tretohing and the NI! atretohing and 
70. 
bending nodes. 3eoondly, it most be legitimate to neglect 
interaotions, each as hydrogen bonds, whloh oonple units 
other than nearest neighbours this restriotion seems to 
eliminate the 00 and 10 stretching modes of Pauling' a helices, 
for here the CO and NE groups are connoted almost oollinearly 
through a hydrogen bond. It seems therefore that the NH 
bending node is the one to which the approximate relations 
may best be applied. 
Finally, it is perhaps important to emphasis. tue 
assumptions underlying the various sections of this chapter 
and to point out the consequently varying degrees of reliability 
vaiah may be attached to the corresponding conclusions. The 
selection rules (tables land 2) and the secular equation (21) 
rest on nothing more than the helical symmetry of the molecule. 
The assumption of weak. coupling between the unite has been 
used to calculate the intensities (tables 1 and 2). The 
approximate frequency relation (28) depends on some rather 
special assumptions about the interactions, involving neglect 
of the hydrogen bonding in Pauling's helices, and on the 
use of first order perturbation theory in conjunction with 
the aisk-ooapling seumption. This last section is therefore 
somewhat lese reliable than the previous sections. Sven got 
it is perhaps useful as an indication of the sort of approximate 
method which sat be used in the theoretical investigation of 
complex helical molecules. 
Ti p 
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CH &PT -: H IV 
ON WE qv AR TUM TORY OF MMOLEvuLAR 
REACTION RATES. 
f theory of unimoleoular reaction rates is discussed 
%hioh is a quanta aeahanical generalisation of the classical 
theory developed by N, B. älater. It is shown that under 
normal laboratory conditions the theory leads to a rate in 
excess of the classical value, but the formula obtained cannot 
be made to fit the available experimental data without using 
unreasonable values of the parameters. Moreover, a non- 
vanishing rate at the absolute sero of temperature is 
predioted. 
It is pointed out that similar predictions are to be 
expected of any quantal theory which adopts Slater's critical 
configuration criterion for dissooiationg and the need for a 
careful analysis of the process of dissociation is stressed. 
to I NTRODUOT IO! 
In the onrr nt theory of unimoleonlar reetotions developed 
by Slater (194ß, 1933x) a polyatoaio molecule is treated as a 
Classical vibrating system which dissociates when a certain 
75" 
internal coordinate r, the reaction coorlinate, exceeds a 
critical value r0. It is assumed that for r< ro the 
potential energy is gaadratio in the ooordinatee and that 
L«v, (1) 
Wisre L is the average frequency with which r attains the 
value ro in a suliioientiy energised molecule and y is a 
certain eesn vibration frequency. If in addition 
L <ý 'Co Ut <4c '', t a) 
she" coil 
Is the man o' 11i iron fre gnenoy In a gas of the 
moleoulesp it is found that the reaction rate is given by 
K=ye. x p (-E. 
/kT), 
(3) 
in which 3o' the activation energy,, is the minimum energy 
needed by a molecule in order to reach r- ro. The conditions 
(1) and (2) are fulfilled by molecules with ten or more 
internal degrees of freedom (i. e. with more than five atoms) 
at ordinary pressures; at lower pressures,, where the collision 
frequency no longer satisfies condition (2), the reaction is 
no longer of the first order and a more oomplioated expression 
in found for the rate Z. 
Comparison of the predictions of this theory with 
experimental data on the isomsrisation of oyolopropane Slater, 
76. 
1953b) shows that, although the racy in whioh Y varies with 
pressure Is aooounted for satisfaotorily, the predicted 
values of K are in general too small. Moreover, from the 
theoretical standpoint 'Mare is one major defeat of the theory 
wich may well be responsible for its failure to predict K 
absolately sa olassioal treatment of vibrations is in 
general valid only if V« kT/h, a condition which is 
certainly not satisfied by most molecular vibration frequencies 
at ordinary temperatares. The aim of this chapter is to 
discuss the theory of w3imoleoular reaction rates from a point 
of view which resembles that of Slater as closely as possible 
apart from the substitution of quantum mechanics for olaesioal 
ssohanios. The resulting expression for K anoe again has 
sons, unsatisfactory features (in partioalarl, a non. -sero rate 
at NO is predicted),, and it is evident on careful oonsider- 
ation of the assumptions used that certain simplifioetions 
which were justifiable in the olaseioei theory are no longer 
justifiable in the quantum theory. The removal of these 
simplifioations appears to be a matter of some difficulty 
and has not yet been achieved; nevertheless, the theory as 
it stands is presented here in the hope that the mathematical 
techniques employed may be of use in future developments. 
First of all, in section 2 the diesooiation of a 
molecule with only one vibrational coordinate is treated 
77. 
classically by the method of : dater (1948). Next, in section 
3 the quantum mechanical density matrix formalism is described, 
and in section 4 this method is applied to the problem treated 
classically in section 2. Although in the laboratory the 
condition (2) is never fulfilled by each a molecule, it is 
useful to deal with this simplest problem first since it 
provides a clear illustration of the differences between the 
classical and quantum theoretical results without the additional 
complications which arise from multiple vibrations. 
The general theory of the dissooiation of a polyatomig 
molecule in developed in section 5. Finally, section 6 
consists of a discussion of the results obtained and an 
examination of the assumptions involved. The derivation of 
certain formulae ooourring in the text Is carried out in the 
mathematical appendices. 
TIM tIv$QOIA obi of 43 P%% OI Tai. X1 . 
The equations governing the coarse of s unjmolooular 
di. socdatiom ars 
dNýdt= KN - KIN" 
-CLN'/cti= K, N, z--KN: 
tai 
12 Irv KJ is the average tre c ®noy of di raooiýºtionº and ' Pý 
ºt of association in an assembly of N associated and NO 
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dissociated aoleouloo: 1K and äV, tos defined, are the 
reaction raise for diuooiation and association reepeotivoly. 
Oheaioal equilibrium in reached when 
N'R ýN K/ K' : 
tbie quantity is the equilibrium oonetant for the reaotion. 
The model of dissooistion dismissed by Slater (1948) 
is most simply described for a molecule possessing only one 
vibrational coordinate, that is, for a diatomic molecule. 
The potential energy V for relative motion of the nuclei of 
such a system is known to have the following general form 
as a function of q, the amount by which the bond length 
exceeds its equilibrium values when q is small, Vnj. gg2, 
ire F it the force constant of the bonds when q is large 
and positive, V --p Ro esyaptotioally, %here So in the dis- 
sociation energy of the molecule referred to the equilibrium 
oontiguration as zero. It is reasonable to join op the 
curves V" jVg2 and V=0 Into the full osrve of figure 1 
as a first approximation to the complete potential sad to 
take as the criterion for di ssooiation the szo. eding by q 
of the oritioal value q0, given by 
3o " jFgo2 (5 ) 
St ihtoh the curves soots for, according to classical 
moohenios, o soleoulo with sufficient kinetic enorgy to 
79" 
vibrate as far as qo and al. th a positive relative velooity 
(A 4) will oontin e to move with oonstent 4 until eventually 
the oonetitnont nuclei are infinitely separated. 
To oaloulate the rate K one oonsiders a hypothetioal 
etatietioal ensemble of aasooiated aolsoulee in thermal 
equilibrium aaongst themselves at absolate temperatwre T. 
Tho distribution of systaºs in phase spaos oorresponding to 
this quasi-equilibrium is taken to be that appropriate to 
the potential P" }Fq2 (for q> qo Um broken ourve of 
figure I) i the distribution function is tbsrefors 
to (p, q) "A exp (-ýH)" (6) 
in uhioh A_ (la's )"l, were k In Boltsoiann' e oonstent, and 
the Hamiltonian to given ter 
II (P+r Q) "$ p2/m +1It (7) 
where a Is the redaoed same of the qs tea and p" ®4 is the 
momentum owonioaliy oon3ugate to q. The interpretation of 
to Is that f0 (p, q) dp dq is tho 4roraae saber of oyatoas 
in the region (p, q) to (p f dp, q+ dq), the total nusber 
? being 
{ p 
ff f0 (D, q) dpdq a N. (8) 
- 00 
The average trsgtanoy pith wbioh qeq is orossed by 
eyst"aardth4> 0i" 
(P/m) to (Pr4o) dp = (9) Jý 
0 
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these are the gystsas which assoolate, so the expression 
(9) is the contribution to ("dl! /dt) from dissociation. 
compering (4) , (8) and (9) we see that the rate to 
+00 
(p/m) f0 (p. vo) dp to (p, q) dpdq. (10) 
00 
With the aid of (6) and (7) we obtain on performing the 
integrations 
ä. (2'R )-1 (p/. )1 "zp (4( Pg02), 
this ezpressian is just dlster's lorauls (My, in vaioh now 
y- (2 it )'"' (i/a)}, the molecular vibration frequency, and 
the activation energy 8o is just the dissociation energy 
already defined by (5). 
ggaation (10) may be, rewritten in a way which will 
prove useful in the quantum theorys 
00 
K" J+ (q0) n(q) dq, (11) 
00 
Where af (qo) is the ouerent of systems with positive velocity 
4 across q- qo and n(q) S. the spatial density of associated 
systems. Classically, 
00 
,f q) "f (p/') fo (p, q) dp 
+ 
and a (q) «f f0 (DO q) dpl 
_ao 
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In thi quanta seohanioal desoription of a "tatistioal 
ensemble it is no longer oonvenient to use a phase spaoe 
formulations indeed although it is possible (as is thouai in 
Appendix B) to find a funotion fe (p, q) wbioh has many of the 
properties of fo and rftioh tends to fo as h -4 0, the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle indicates that the inter- 
pretation of ie as a distribution function in p and q 
simultaneously is no longer permissible. The formulation 
which is aast oonvenient employs the 5ohridinger "present- 
ation of the density matrix first introduced by fon Neumann 
(1932). 
system in a pare state - one is rhioh a maximal "et 
of conditions is imposed on the dynamio variables " may be 
daaori bed by mans of a Sohr8diage r tunotion T (q, t) " from 
Vüioh all infomation about the state as r be derived. In 
particulars if '%4t is normalised dq " 1) 9 the a 
probability that a measurement of the coordinate will yield 
" value in the range (4r 9+ dQ) is P (Q. t) dq, fiere 
P (4, t) " Ar* V, (12) 
and the probability ourrent, that is, the rate of inoreae" of 
the probability that the ooordinet" value exoeeäm q is 
J (q" t) "j'l rvti ' 
('tja' a'/`/aV - N, `* 0? Vj/ 
); (13) 
P and J satisfy '1he equation expressing oonservation of 
Ci& 0 
probability, 
#p/ +T/q, 0, 
provided that' satisfies the Oohr6dinger equation 
L#Iy /Z c- =H (- L Ott4cý ý CO ý/ - 
Any state of an ensemble is oomple tely specified by a 
density matrix W iokt he. the following properties s 
at any given instant, say t a 0, Q may be written in the form 
4 (if e7; 0) =ý) ec T. c (c') 1* w ) 
in *ioh '4 (q) Is a normalised oigenicmotion of some oomplete 
got of oommating dynamic variables, fa in the "xpsotation value 
of the number of systems in the parr sigenState cK and the 
stumation is over all each sigenstates. Provided that there 
is only negligible interaotion between the eye tear, t1 members 
of "soh gab-ensemble at move aooording to the 3ohrödir*ger 
equation (14)" so at s general time t 
0 
in rhioh (qg t) is the eolati on of (14) each that 
44/ C$ 




ids ze H-H .0v), "to. 
The qpsntitiem P and J may be geriera]. 1sed in a fairly 
obvious amners according to equations (12) and (15) the 
nnsber of systeaa expected to lie in the range (qq q+ dq) is 
is n(q, t) dq, ire 
n (4, t) ' Q. c 
hoc 
=Q (q, ai t); (16) 
similarly, trog (13) and (15) the espeated rate at whioh 
systems exceed the ooordinate falae q (i. e. the current) Is 
ý (ql %) "2ý. Tic 
ia'r-ra) 
/-a, 
: s7* " 
(1%% 
Y -Y 
It follow from the laut throe equations that a and 3 obey the 
equation expressing oonservation of systems, 
(bn /It +-j /2 g, .OO. 
An ensemble in th. rssl szilibriu. is oharsotsrisod by 
o Boltsmsnn distribution of systems saongst the energy sigsn- 
statss# that is to say, in (15) the 9ohr8dingsr functions 
have the lore, 
'LIýý c`, ) eXP (E; c f , 
ý) 
, 





aid the weight iaotore are given by 
Q,, mA ex p C-( c,, ), 
*ere A is determined bfr the size of theensemble. The quantity 
we wish to oaloulate (K) is independent of the also of the 
enSOMble, so it is convenient to get A" is then the density 
matrix, now oonstant in time, beoome" 
ia. 4') V; ý) -x 2 ex f &ý F, 014 et 
Siao" % (q) seta efio " the equation 
and the set of functions hei the completeness property 
2 
ýk W) %K* (e) = 
wI*se b(x) Is Disco's delta function, it follows that the 
equilibrium density matrix is that solution of the 31ooi 
equation 
k 4Q =-1` qe / ((S -H 4e t19ý 
which satisfies the boundary oondition. 
jwd is o erwiro well behaved. 
The total nminr of systone in an ensemble is, fror 
(16)9 the traoo of the density aatrixs 
ý, P0 ,w 
85. 
In the special equilibrium eneeable rdtI A" 1 It U MB ms out 
to be Identical vith the partition functions 
f00 
''ý ex C- E, ) C90 Y*(w) Q9, 
Z W, (20) 
eine the 3ohr8d1uger functions are normalised. 
4a MDg OIATION PA PILS: 0ß Rt Q "TM MCI 
Wo now have the general quantum theoretical expression* 
(16) and (17) for density and omen` and, proceeding as in 
section 2, we expect K to be of the fora j (%)/N, rAhsre j is 
to be calculated for an equilibrium ensemble of simple 
barsonio oscillators. However, in any equilibrium ensemble 3 
tarru out to be sero* eine from (13) J faniahe" for any state 
(aaoh as an ei stete of H) ahioh mog be described by a real 
'%j (q). Inspection of (11) shows that Mist we actually want 
to find In not 3 but 34 _9 
the current of systeaa with positive 
"olool%y" 
The 11ohr8dingos tunotioa 1ý1 q) describing any pars 
state of a cysts. say be analysed into plans waves, sxp 
(ipq/, k), nhioh deeoribe eigenetstee of the momentum oorree- 
ponding to . igEnvaln. n p, as foliorrsi 
+oo 
yy(q, ) ic i gyp) 
00 
86. 
By Fourier' " integral theoraa the "momentum wave futnotion" 
A(P) it given by 
+(? )s (. 7r"ýii ýz 
f+ 00 
'lý/'(SýýQxP(-ý, ý'k)d`ý, (21) 
The part of ioh oormeponda to states of positive 
momentum (or relooity) only is ßherelore the funoiion 
Y, (s, )=Cý. -ý )-ý o f04CF) QxPCi n /0 d P 
this "xproeoion ayr be trenolor od by seen of (22) into the 
form 
+do 
(X) (x-%) 4X, (22) 
in whioh 
(23) 




errs '116S 'A`hnen A(/ is real, as in as eigenetate of 
H, * and it is easily shoe that the expression 
(13) for the total current splits up into two parts 
JnJ++J 
ere J J_ are obtained from (13) by substituting 'ý+ iý_ 
87. 
rerpootively for 14/ . 
The generalisation to the equilibrium ensemble follows 
immediately from equations (15), (17) and (22) s the formula 
for the ourrent of systems with positiv. velooity is 
ý+ t a) " ýr LtM 1('aQ+ (24) 
ab 
(25) 
8nrthes manipulation of equations (23) to (25) leads to the 
simpler result 









01, '()= 4 £ei''ra. 
All that "mains now in to evaluate j+ and N for the 
simple harmonio osoillatos. It is shorn in Appendix A that 
the squilibrit density matrix for suoä a system is given by 
C' `` ' ß) = (6 f2ý) expt-, ý, aý; '' , 12) + (28) 
in widoh 
a 4-r "%m k` v coth Cß, '1), 
/i-T( m k71 v cosek Gve ). 
88" 
T) gaantidoe defined in (27) may be oeloulated eaoosseively 
from the expression (28) t 
oD 
¢('i, ` 9, "= (I/ u) ep )Z ýS'idý 
ý'(q, ', " )= (-aql'+ k; ") ¢ckC, ')-a Cý(aýýexP -ý a az b'')ýaý 
(oq, '-a%") ýt! > L") +, ( (a)ytxp 1a_lCat_t)2}. 
By substituting thop quantities into (26) wo obtain for the 
Damon! the formnl" 
. 
14 ()= (i&r )"1 k La+ý)c la) 'q p ý- aha =ýý)ý, L o 
The total number of eyotens leg from (16) and (28), 
I 
(31) 
(Aooordtng to (20) and (29) this is in tact Jnet the usual 




Finally, by combining (11) , (30) and (31) we obtain for 
the dissooiation rats 
K. 4, r r' * (a+i) j2 (a-4) /aýýIz ex p- a-ýýýý ý, k1, ö 
an expression whiok with the aid of (5) and (29)v 6W be 
89. 
written oxplioitly in the loan 
Ký-riý v1 anýº'"ýý'ýýýki iXýý-ýE0 ýI, yýtait6& 
f ki)}. 
(32) 
ßeneral behaviour of x() i 
By setting ha0 in (32) we obtain onoe more Slater's 
olasdoel value 
Ka . 17 *XV (-ao/kT), 
as to to be expeoted s the olassiosl formula provides a good 
approximation to K whenever h VAT is email, that ieq at 
high temperatures and low frequenoies. As T -. w co , both 
olassioai and quantum rates approaoh the upper limit 
K( 00 )"v. 
At the other extreme, as T -y 0, although 1o-ß 0 the quantum 
rate tends to the finite lower limit 
K (0) " Cy /42) ex¢ (-E ). 
between these limits both rates increase monotonioally with T, 
Lot ua write K" Kj o, e" kT/loo, c. 
hV /Bo, the 
last quantity being what would be a measure of the anharmon 
idly if we were using a Morse potentials then from (32) 
Ks ý14-tank' 1-6, Qcß'i)lýýýex p14OL oc'l tan6(4'i)l. 
The asaptotia behaviour of M( an 0 --e 00 is found b expanding 
this expression as a Taylor series in ii"ls 
90. 
K=i- 30c ß"3 +0 (e4ß`0. (33) 
It appears ttwt at very high tenperataree K< Kas But sins 
K(0) > äo(0) there suet in general be soma oritica]. temper. 
ature TV at rdiioh K" $o (sea figure 2)1 In partioular, if 
oC Is small this temperature may be found from t1 expansion 
(33). regarded as a power series in oC' by setting K of is it 
is given by 0" 8/3, that is 
T 46 " 8$o / 3k. (34) 
D AIOF T1 THEM- 
In general the displaosuont of a polyatoroio moleoals 
from its equilibria m configuration may be specified by a 
ooium astrix q of internal coordinates (bond extensions, 
angular deformations, etc. ) , in terms of which the potential 
and internal kinetic energies are given by the quadratic 
expressions 
V"ý9Fgr 
provided that the distortion is not too large. The symmetric 
matrioss P and @ are those defined in the General Introduction. 
It is convenient to define normal coordinates Q by the trans- 
fosmation 
q" lQ, (35) 
where the square matrix ä is such that 
91. 
rf I"A- disg ý (4ý'ýyK " 
04 
in wbiob y is a olaasioal vibration frequsnoq o®loalated 
f»x the equation 
(? his definition dif fers slightly from that used by Slate r. ) 
It follows that the Hamiltonian 
H (D, q) aPG Pf Q Pqi 
in which '-b Tr, may be expressed as a simple 
sun of squares in terms of normal o oordinate ss 
H(FýQ}r1PP+I (36) 
Moreover, if f(a) is any single-valued funotion whioh may be 
expanded as a series in integral powers of st we may write 
Nf (n) r-t (Or ) a. (37) 
Let as assume that dissooiation own ooaur beoaase V 
beeones independent of a pertain internal ooordinate r (the 
motion ooordinate) Wien r is large. As before, we shall 
take a model in which V changes abruptly from the parabollo 
well to the parabolio trough foss at a oritioal distortion roe 
'We suppose that r is some linear ooebinntion of the q up 
rat q, (38) 
so that the oritioal surfaoe r" ro is a plane in q-spaoe 
(see cigars 3)o The oriterion for dissooiation is thin 
92. 
r> so. and to lind the rate we have to osloul ata the outward 
oorrent of systems wososa the surfsoe lq - ro is an ensemble 
of andissooiated moleoules is thermal equilibrium. Indeed, 
by an obvious generalisation of (11), the rate is given by 
aý 5) aS f ic4X, (39) 
tse j+ is the current density vector of systeas with outward 
to n the total number density, dS the surface element of 
lq = ro and d' the volume element of q-spaoe. 
Once again it Is oontenient to employ the density 
matrix defined by equation (15), Mh®re now the aohrädingsr 
ranotions depend on all the qe. In terms of 4 (q' * q"; It) 
M have as the gensraltsations of (16) and (17) the number 
Qernsity 
n (a. t) aq (a+. al t) 
and the ourrent density vootor 
j(q, t)a1itlaof I 
(40) 
/9ý (4k) 
The equillbriua density matrix 4QC9ý"-I ý) now satisfies 
1ne Bloch equation (19) and the boundary oondi tion 
Aooording to (36) the Hamiltonian my be mitten in to one of 
norasi ooordinste" an the run of simple osoillstor tsras 
H Cý , q) = :; (k: + ý-rr ýý) : 
93" 
it follows that QQ( _ reduces to the product of 
"inpls osoillstor factors 
Qet ý' q" (3 TT Qe týä* Q" 1 (3 04 
= ýTr(b, /Zr)'tlexpjZad(Qý-i-Ce)+ýýdQ, # L 
*o 49 a 
äa = If rr ii 
1 y, c, otk 
(42) cosec k (h vý ýý ,4TL yK 
To eval"to the cosponent of j normal to lq m ro we 
introdaoo an orthogonal transformation of the we, 
N 
s*TQ (Tia1)" (43) 
such that x1oe ri from (35)9 (37), (38) and (43), the first 
row of T must be given by 
" iI41)` 1Iý (44) 
and the on do el value of xx by 
zo, -(l I)" r, o. (45) 
Then, from (41), in the' zwe ooordinateo the normal oomponent 
is just 
Xi fe iý2 Xi 
in which 
11N (2r("expi- (ic'A x(+z"Ax")+x"`Bx" (47) 
94" 
ire, nooording to 
Aa2 diag. 
B"T ding. 
But in oa1ou: 
part of the currant 
(42) and (43), 
(ate) Tt 
(b4) T. (48) 
Le fing K we require not j1 but J14,9 the 
density corresponding to positive 
felooi ties il. The analysis of seotion 4 shown that this 
cantity Is given bfr (46) with ga replaced by 4; 9 defined 
by the integral 
5(j'. ._.. X, a)Cx x )CýC)dýd(49) 00Q 
8ubstitnting from equations (46) to (49) into (39) and 
rearranging the integrals by the method used in seotion 4, 




X,, ) ='ý X, , 
leiCX/'Xnºiý 
9' 
ýXýýXý1ý = fl- Cx, x ) CX-x )-i 4 
-oo 
°` (Xi) xs 1= f °° If q` Gci xz .. u,, ,, cl xý . -, x ti) 
dxý -- dxM (51) 
and, by (40) and (47), 
zrf --- *' f f, ý) d 
(52) 
95. 
The integratiozu in (51) are performed after expressing 
all matrioea in partitioned Vorm, socording to the scheme 
xi 
Z- 
Then we rwri to 




y' An (z " z)2 + all xi *1 
and 
©" 2 (A - B)o (53) 
On integrating vie obtain 
o-Cxi, xý) =L I21rýy ýOciz r(4, ''tx? {'y 
ehioh may be re! itten with the aid of (52) and (53) in the 
form 
ý, ýx , X)=Z Icif2 
tc2t)'exrt-zu(X 2+X ) C 
(54) 
where 
ß- All' X1292? 21' 
. All f" All ß11 'r *C2 Q22 221* 
The oaloulation of K from (50) and (54) Drooosd3 as in 
96. 
section 4 and leads to the expression 
1)(53) 
in man 
The expression (55) gives K in terms of the coordinates a; 
it may be expressed in terms of the original system q by 
transforming the 11-elements of the various matrices efined 
in (42), (48), (53) and (56) with the aid of the relations 
(37), (44) and (45)s the final result has the form 
where 
K= (9? /zur 3ý''tý exp - oýýý}/z zý ýý, (57) 
3< ><x} ' ý(+>(' )- <1>2'ý, 
In which the notation 
(; ) =1ý (t2ý2GF)G1 
is employed, and 





TheC . ei oal Limit S 
It is easily shown that as i -. 1º 0 the expression (57) 
9? " 
approaa*O® the lasst 
K= 1G1 /4iFhi%r{, /iF. ij. (58) 
Now the first factor is jest a generalisation of the mean 
fregaenoy v aaeoolated with the reaction coordinate, which 
slater defined in his 1948 paper (equation 12) and it is 
shove in Appendix C that the dissociation energy is given by 
3o at r2 /2 1 "1. (59) 
So (58) r. duos. oaoo more to Slate s' s formula 
80") exp(.. 1, /kT). 
6 DI SOUS I QN 
The general result (57) Is rather too oomplioated to 
admit of a simple interpretation, so it in perhaps best to 
restrict the disoussion to the simpler one-dimensional 
expression (32). One feature of this formula is that under 
normal laboratory conditions it predicts a rate in excess of 
the olascioal value. For example, if we take the values of 
the aotiYation energy B0 and man frequenoq Y used by Slater 
(1953b, pp. 234, 236) for ogolopropane, we find that the 
parameter p(( "hV /BO) in small (about 0.05) . so the 
oritioal temperature Te below vhiah Y. > Kai may be oalouºlated 
from (34) $ it turns out to be ®7,00000. This is gratit'yiag" 
for it appears to be a oharaotariatio of J1ator's theory that 
98" 
its predictions fall short of the measured rates. However, 
an aotaal ©aloulation shown that the experimental data on 
oyaloprop ; ans (Ohambere & Kistiakowskyl 1934) cannot be fitted 
by the formula (32) unless an entirely unreasonable value is 
assigned to v" 
Purthersore, the prediction by (32) of a non-vanishing 
rate at Ta0 is very disturbinga it implies that a molecule 
in its vibrational ground state is capable of dissooiating;, 
a suggestion which seems to be at farianoe with what one 
usually understands by dissociation. It most be emphasized 
here that any quantum theoretical treatment which adopts 
Slater's critical configuration criterion for dissociation 
must lead to a similar conclusion: for it is merely a 
consequence of the fact that even bound-state wave functions 
extend into regions of configuration spaoe which classically 
are forbidden to a molecule with so little energy. Thus it 
appears that a prerequisite of say satisfactory quantum theory 
of unimoleoolar dissociation is a careful analysis of what 
is really meant by the statement that a molecule is in a 
dissociated state. 
APLMDIX.. A 
The d. n ei tyº satrIx qe (q' , q"; j) may be o*loulated 
directly from equation (18) if the eigeni'nnotiono #( q) are 
99. 
already knows for the harmonic oscillator this prooedure 
entails a summation over hermits polynomials. Alternatively 
on* might attempt to solve the Bloch equation with the 
appropriate boundary oondi tion. There is however a third 
method w? aioh is particularly tractable when applied to the 
oscillator problems it was first used for this purpose by 
Ke, tiwd (1927) and BLooh (1932). This method utilizes a 
formed similarity between q('. q" Ij) and 3(q' r q"; t)# 
the Green's funotion of the time-d®pendent 8ohr8dinger 
equation. 
Let w define the Lunation 
8(q', q$; t) 
ý¢"XpCEýýýiý1)ýyr ýý'>' `ýcýý), (Al) 
*sre '1(/(q) is the normalised eigentunotion of H belonging 
to the eigeavalue 8a and the ®uemation is over all eigen.. 
states a(. Then 3 is that ea lotion of the differential 
equation 
H'S. yet IS/Iöt 0 HMS (A2) 
W ioh satisfies the boundary oondition 
8(q', q"; 0) "S (q' - q")" (A3) 
OOmpWdng these "gQations with (18) ez (19), rre see that 
4et4'# a"I (3) i eta'. a"I .i3). (A4) 
Now aooording to t1 expansion theorem rar ohrdinger funotion 
(q, t) ts7 be written to the lore 
y(cvle) =Z Cot % cc/) aXp 
( til i. t)9 (A5) 
o( 
100 4. 
wfrre the os are oonetante. But from (Al) and the 
orthonormal l ty of tips ?a$ vve have 
''I COV)exP(Evk- /Lt)- f Sdti- 
80 (A5) may be rewritten as 
+40 
00 (A6) 
that je, 3 is the Green's funotion of the ti .. dependent 
sohdding. r equation. 
It is now possible, with the aid of (A6)9 to find 
various linear differential equations whioh ; must satisfy. 
In order to do this we make use of the general theorem of 
quantum me ohani o s, that the Heisenberg ma tri ose of the dynamia 
variables follow the alassioal equations of motion. Let 
such an equation for the ooordinate be 
Qt aF (Dot 4b, t) 
and oonversely 
(a7 ) 
ao * P (pt' qt' -t )g (AS) 
fors Pt' qt we the mosentua and ooordinato values at time t 
and po,, qo are their initial valnee. Then the quantum 
aeohenioal matrix equation oorrssponding to (A7) is 
too 
1 ýI r' C9r, t) qý ýýºýtý t, _'k (%, o) F C-ý 'ýýaý,, q, , ý)'ys &t,, o) d9,, 
101. 
nhero r 
trans- we any 3oh! "ýd1Ag. r fuýnotiona. on trans 
forming 't, `(a, t) with the help of (As) and 'tS (q, O) pith 
the inverse transformation 
Oo 
t, u M` 
-00 
we obtain the equation 
+00 Ij 
,. 
(V, ojq.. F Aavh 0 
map 
whioh0 being valid for any '414i, Implies that j is a 
solution of the eigenvalue equation 
0ý/ -- 
F (Lk4', 
ýl' LJ1 J* 
(9(/5 
ýýr , e, =0 
Similarly fror (Aß) Ne may derive the equation 
{4V-FCýý 0. (Ab) 
Now the haroffio oscillator ogmations of action (A7) 0 
(AS) are of the, simple linear form 
1t= L21'rmy)-l po 9L n z'R' f¶o cos ar-pt 9 
cos . 2rr-O 
4 
The corresponding differential egoations (A9) t (Ab) are of 
the first order aid are readily eolTed to yield the expression 
-F, 
U) cot e21i,, 
t 
- gý dv user 21( 
]3y 
102. 
is vºioh t(1) is so fas ouknoras s it is found from (A2) to 
have the toss 
f (t) "a(. in 2 -rr v t)"k, (A12) 
where 0 to still undstezainned. Finally, the value of 0 it 
! fixed by the boundary oondition (A3), 
0- (2 Tt'r4 V /1h) 
}" 
(A13) 
Thun fzam (U), (All), (A12), (A13) we obtain for f., the 
expression 
4e (q/ qj' iýs)_ I(h/zrýý, a)sink tiyß} -ý 
eXp{-ý2wýýýk)ýCý, 'ý+ýýýý)cotlº coSach (A4) 
Just as all the properties of an ensemble may be 
deduoed from 4 (, * r q"; t), so also may they be dedooed 
from (p *# p* j *)g the density matrix in the momentum 
reprerontation. The latter matrix is defined by the equation 
+ 
in ehioh the momentum funotion c, (p, t) is related to the 
8oh8dinger lunation Y (q, t) of equation (15) by the Fourier 
transformation (21). It follows from these equations that 4t 
is the double Fourier transform of f$ 
440 
-, t) (Art ýý1JJg, c, "ýý! gj icy. (B2) 
-oc Ott 
103. 
The properties of the easesble in voaentan ipaoe mqy be 
derived from Qt in the same way as those in configuration 
space have been derived from f: in partioular, the number 
density in momentum ipaoe in 
at (PI t) " 9t (p, r pi t). (83) 
Let ns, following Wigner (1932), define a funotion 
f (pý q; t) whioh is the iowrier transform of both f and pt 9 
that 1. +0 
f(P, q: t) "ýi2'RV J ýýýý'ýý¢xe(pS%ýi[ýäS -oo (B4) 
Cot 'º) ý', t(pi) p'; t-) ¢xp (-y, r/Lt)dr o 
wbe rr p- j(P' f P"), q" 1(q' +q") $ 
='-p' -pot 0 -q' -q". 
T1*n the number densities n. nt defined in equations (16) 
and (B3) say be written in terms of f an 
f0 
n(q, t) -f (plpal t) dp. 
f (p, 91 t) dqi At (pot) " 
j6,00 
thus f has many of the properties of the olsaoioal distribation 
function in phase spaos. However, on aooount of the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle it is not peroissible to 
interpret f as a joint distribution lbnotion in p and q (see 
Grimnp 19529 p. 232)" 
The function fe (pe q; ý) desoribing an ensemble to 
104. 
thermal equilibui= say be obtained explioitly for the harsonio 
oeoillator from (A14) and (84): it has the form 
to (Ps its ß)"ý, ýlsacýiýý. l, v3) expý-N(p, ý)IEýý (B5) 
in which I, the seen energy per system, to given by 
1*hy ooth (kh 1'[ ). a 
As h . 109 the expression (ß5) tends to the classical diatribu- 
tion function (b). One might attempt to calculate the quantum 
mechanical rate K osrsly by substituting ie for f0 in (10), 
but this procedure would depend implicitly upon the incorrect 
"classical" interpretation of fs. 
AD 
The problem of finding the dissociation energy FO (the 
least «i rgy needed by the molecule in order to reach a 
configuration in mhioh r= ro) is that of finding the 
gsoars trioal oondi tion for the plans lg s ro to torroh the 
c aadrio surface kq ? 
__q 
" Bo. Now in general the plane s=1 
Is a tangent to the Vadrio qH it -1 only if its coordinates 
s satisfy the dual equation for the gaadrio, s ,I 
"ls " 1. 
Betting aw ro 







Ft rt, 1. PettKti. &L 
z ¢xp(-q 
clwo. r3i of aLsso<<. 4, t:. R9 osci. U to r. 
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Vibrational Modifications of the Electron Distribution in Molecular Crystals. I. 
The Density in a Vibrating Carbon Atom 
BY P. W. Hiwis 
Wheatstone Physics Department, King's College, Strand, London W. C. 2, England 
(Received 6 September 1952) 
The electron density derived from measurements of the Lane scattering of X-rays by a crystal is 
shown to be the density in the stationary crystal averaged over all possible displaced configurations 
of the atomic nuclei in thermal equilibrium together at the temperature of the experiment. The 
calculation of the mean electron distribution falls into two parts: in general the mean density in an 
atom is a function of the tenser formed by the mean square amplitudes and mean products of 
amplitudes of the atomic motion; for a particular crystal this tenser has to be calculated from the 
force constants and geometry. 
In the present paper the mean density in a carbon atom is computed as a function of the r. m. s. 
amplitude of isotropic thermal motion. It is found that quite a small amplitude suffices to reduce 
the peak density considerably below the valuo in a stationary atom; on the other hand, tile bridge 
density in a bond between two atoms is increased. At the amplitude,; which occur in many molecular 
crystals at ordinary temperatures the distribution in tin atom is nearly gaussian. 
In Part 11 these results will be applied to the interpretation of some experimental distributions. 
1. Introduction 
Recently theoretical calculations of the electron 
distributions in some conjugated organic molecules 
have been made according to several different ap- 
proximations: Klement (1951) has treated naphthalene 
by the valence-bond technique; March (1952) has 
applied both the molecular-orbital and the Thomas- 
Fermi methods to benzene. On the other hand, 
detailed electron-density contour maps derived from 
X-ray diffraction measurements on crystals of 
110. 
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naphthalene and anthracene have been published by 
Robertson et al. (Abrahams, Robertson & White, 
1949b; Mathicson, Robertson & Sinclair, 1950). An 
earlier note (Coulson, Higgs & March, 1951) has 
pointed out the dangers of making direct comparisons 
between the theoretical density, calculated for a 
. stationary molecule, and the experimental density, 
measured for a molecule undergoing thermal agitation 
in a crystal. The present papers study quantitatively 
the influence of thermal motion on the measured 
distribution. 
The most striking effect of vibration on the dis- 
tribution in the neighbourhood of an atom is the 
smearing-out of the peak which marks the position 
of the nucleus: the sharp strong peak in the stationary 
atom becomes a, broad weak maximum in a vibrating 
atom. The height of the peak depends quite strongly 
on the mean amplitude of vibration, so that variations 
from atom to atom due to bonding in a molecule ma :v be augmented by variations due to different atomic 
vibration amplitudes. The bridge values of the density 
between bonded atoms undergo similar modifications, 
but the changes are less marked than those in the peak 
values. Thus in general, unless allowance is first made 
for the effects of thermal motion, the value of a 
comparison between theoretical and experimental 
distributions is somewhat dubious. 
First of all, in § 2, the motion of a vibrating poly- 
atomic system is discussed. In §3 it is shown that 
the effective densit 'v o' 
derived from X-ray measure- 
ments is in fact the average t) of t) for all possible 
configurations of theatomic nuclei forming the cr. Ystal. 
in thermal equilibrium together at the temperature 
of the experiment. In §4 at the mean eentre of a 
carbon atom is computed as a function of the r. m. s. 
amplitude of isotropic atomic vibrations, and in §5 
an estimate is made of the effect on e of anisotropy. 
The electron distribution in carbon corresponding to 
a selected value of the mean amplitude is calculated 
in §6 and is compared with in experimental dis- 
tribution found in naphthalene; in §7 an estimate is 
made of the effect on such a comparison of the 
termination of the Fourier series from which the 
experimental distribution is derived. The restilts are 
discussed in § 8. 
The results will be applied to the interpretation 
of the observed peaks in naphthalene, anthracene and 
other molecules in Part 11. 
2. Harmonic vibrations of a polyatomic system 
Let us first consider the motion of a crystal as a system 
of N atoms vibrating about an equilibrium con- 
fig; uration. Let the instantaneous displacement of the 
rtb atomic nucleus, of mass m have cartesian com- 
ponents (x y z, ). Then in matrix notation, the order 
of the coordinates being 
(x1, YII z1, x2, J2, Z21 ... eXY, 
yN, z. c) > 
the kinetic energy of the system is 
where 
T- 12 z'M1c , (1) 
M= diag (mi, m1, m1, in2, rn2, m2, .., 
7YbN, MS, m s) 
The potential energy is, to a first approximation, 
V= 2x'Fx, ý2ý 
where F is the matrix of force constants. From the 
symmetric matrices, M and F, another may be 




The vibration frequencies v of the system are then 
the 3N solutions of the secular equation, 
ýD-ýý>2II =0, 
in which I is the unit matrix and o- 2TCV. Normal 
coordinates q are obtained from x by the transfornua_ 
tion, 
x -- M }Uq . (4) 
The ith column of U consists of the normalized 
amplitudes of x in the ith normal mode of vibration, 
that is, U is an orthogonal matrix (U'U -I--UU') 
which satisfies the equation, 
DU = UA, 
where A= diag (aw ). 
that 
It follows from the last equation 
D" - Un"U', 
where it is any integer, positive or negative, and more 
generally that 
f(D) = Uf(A) U' , (5) 
where f(z) is any regular function of z. 
Expressed in terms of normal coordinates, the 
hamiltonian of the system is 
! 
Now Bloch (1932) has shown, for a harmonic oscillator 
of hamiltonian 2(g2±uw2q2) in thermal equilibrium 
with its environment at temperature T, that the 
probability that q lies in the range (q, q+dq) is 
in which 
P(4)dq = (YI27r)I CXP (-jy42)d4 , (6) 
y-i = 92 = (hl2o)) Goth (k wl2kT) 
where k is Boltzmann's constant and h is Planck's 
constant divided by 2,7. Since the normal coordinates 
are dynamically independent (in the sense that 
H(q) =2H; (qj), so that any total eigenfunction has 
the form ý, (q) = Hyi(qj)), the probability that all the 
qt lie in the corresponding ranges (q;, qz-f-dq; ) equals 
lit 
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the product of the probabilities of the individual 
situations: 
P(q)rlq IlPi((Iif)dgi 








p(z) = jkz-i coth (012U) 
Transforming to the coordinates x according to equa- 
tion (4) and using the consequent relation dx = 
M- Ujdq, we find that the probability that x lies 
in the range (x, x+dx) is 
P(x)dx == P(q)dq 
in which 




where k= (k,, -k1) is the difference between the 
wave-vectors of the scattered and incident radiation 
(1k8 _ IkiI = A-', where A is the wavelength) and 
S= 92(D) is the scattering matrix (Born, 1942) for 
the crystal (the suffix l numbers the unit cells). 
Combining (8) and (10) we obtain the relation, 
Li =2 t2 ? 2' xjyi 
kxky 
y 
= 27t2k' uju, k, (11) 
in which u" is the column vector with components 
(xi, y1, z1). Alternatively, equation (11) may be written 
as 
8n2 sine 0 I, ý =2 u2 k, (1 la) 
where 0 is the Bragg angle and uj k is the component 
of the displacement of the jth atom parallel to k 
(i. e. normal to the reflecting plane). 
Let us now consider the electron distribution in 
atom j. The density in a stationary atom is the Fourier 
transform of f: at a point r) from the nucleus it is 
°i(r) _ 
cf (k) exp (2 rik'rj)dk; (12) 
(8) conversely 
by equation (5). More generally it follows from (6) 
that the probability distribution for any subset xi of 
the coordinates x, irrespective of the values of the 
remaining coordinates, has the gaussian form, 
f1(k) = O)(r; ) exp (-2, rik'r))dr, . (12a) 
The effective density derived from the actual Laue 
intensities is similarly 
1'(xi)(Ixi= , IA, I/(2, T)")ý1 exp (-2x, 'Aixi)dxi , 
(7a) Q (ri) = gj(k) exp (2: -rik'r5)dk . 
(13) 
where Ail = xlx; (8a) From (9), (11), (13) and (12a) we find 
and n is the dimension of xi. 
3. Effects of thermal motion on the scattering 
of X-rays by crystals 
The influence of thermal motion on X-ray scattering 
has been discussed fully by Born & Sarginson (1941); 
some of their conclusions will be quoted here. Broadly, 
two effects may be distinguished: first, the Laue spots 
are weakened by the smearing-out of the electron 
density; secondly, there is a diffuse background 
intensity due to the relaxation of strict periodicity 
in the crystal lattice. We are concerned here with 
the former effect. 
The modified Laue seattering is derived from that 
for a rigid crystal by ebanging the scattering factor 
for the jth atom in the unit cell from the value fj 
for a stationary atom to the value 
=SS Oi(ti) exp [-2; -r2k'uiu k-f-`?. 7rik'(ri- t; )]dkdt 
_ Pi(ti)Q(ri-ti)dti 
üi(ri-ui)Q(ui)du , (14) 
in which 
Q(u, ) _ exp (--2 r2k'A1'k+Iiik'u, )dk 
= exp (-Juj'A1u; ) 1 exp (-2'r2kA, k, )dk, 
where 
Aý 1=u; uj (15) 
and 
kl = k+(Zni)-1A1u, . Now 
exp (-2n2k, A; Ik, )dk = {IA; II(2: r)sii , 
9i =fi exp (-Li) (9) so that 
for a vibrating one. The simplest formula for L. is 
that given by Born (1943): 
ý)ý2 
L1-- "' Sit, ü, ikkti, 
X10) 
mi =, v 
Q(u, ) = tjAjj/(2: 7)3}1 PXP (-Ju A1u) 
= P(u1) , (16) 
as is evident from (7a) and (8a) with xi =- u1, and the 
definition (15). Combining (14) and (16) we find that 
112. 
0" 
Pi (r? ) - Pi(r, -u., )P(uj)du 
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in which u is the radial atomic displacement (u2 - 
$2+yj2+ý2). On transformation to spherical polar 
(17) coordinates this integral becomes 
the thermal average of the density. Thus the dis- 
tribution which is derived from X-ray diffraction P(0) (2R2+, S'2+3T2)F(u) du , (21) 
measurements is in which 
fi(r) _ {ýA1/(17)31J 
ý 
Q(r u) exp (-2u'Au)du, (18) F(u) _ 
where A-1 = uu' and the suffix j has been dropped. 
2n an 
(41L)-1{abc/(21L)3} exp [- Zu2(, X+ß co82 
0)] 
x sin Od©} dqv 
where 
4. Calculation of - for carbon A(T) =a cost 99+b sin2 q? 
and The calculation of -e for a given atom such as carbon 
falls into two distinct parts. In general -e is to be 
found as a function of r and A; in particular problems 
A has to be derived from the geometry and force 
constants of the crystal by means of equation (8). 
At present we are concerned with the former problem; 
an example of the latter will be considered in Part 11. 
It is necessary to make certain assumptions about e, 
the stationary density. Already, by using atomic 
scattering factors fj in the theory, we have implicitly 
neglected bonding. As is customary in X-ray scattering 
theory, we shall derive 2 from the Hartree self- 
consistent field for free carbon. The field will be taken 
as that for the spherically symmetric valence state, 
(l8)2(28)(2p, )(2p, )(2p, ), which predominates in bonded 
carbon: in terms of the radial distribution functions, 
R, S and T computed by Torrance (1934) t)(r) is 
given by 
P(r) = (4v2)-i(2R2+S2+3T2) , (19) 
When Q is a spherically symmetric function such as 
(19), it is convenient to use a coordinate system whose 
axes lie along the principal axes of A: the probability 
distribution then assumes the simpler form, 
P(u)du = {abc/(27)3}1 exp [-4(aý2+b 12+cý2)]du , (20) 
in which are the components of u, 
du = dýdrdý , and 
Thus -O(r) may be expressed as a function of (x, y, z), 
the components of r along the principal axes of 
A, and of (a, b, c), the principal values of A. 
Inspection of (18) shows that when O(r) is an even 
function, so also is P(r) : it therefore has a symmetrical 
maximum at r=0, the mean centre of the atom. 
The value of this peak density is, according to (18), 
(19) and (20), 
Q(O) ýý ri o0 
{abcI(2ý)3} 
ýý 
ýýý (4, Tu2)-' [2R2(uu) S2(u) +3T2 (u)] 
xexp - ßa 2 ýbyý2 } cý2)]dedridý , 
ß(99) == c-a(49) " (22) 
The integration with respect to 0 may be carried out 
and yields the formula, 
>n 





where H is the error function defined by 
2' 
H(x) _ exp (-t2) di . 
In the present section we shall consider only the 
simplest case of (23), that which occurs when the 
vibration is isotropic. When 2= ýý2 = ý2 =3 u2 
then also a=b=c= 3(u2)-', so that A= aI. It 





(e. A 31 
400 
200 
F(u) = (a/2: r)i ý exp (-Jaul) " (24) 
Fig. 1. Peak density in carbon as a function of thermal 
amplitude. 
0i 
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Table 1. Peak density in carbon for various r. m. s. displacements 
(U2) I (A) i),, (O) (e. A-3) (, -3) Q2, (0) .A -3) U2p(O) (e. A -3) [) (0) (e. A v M) 
0 413.3 20-4 0 847 2-4 
0.008 352.4 17.3 0.00 722 2-4 
0.016 298-5 14-6 0.01 612 2-4 
0-023 262.2 12-8 0-02 537 2-4 
0.032 219-6 10-7 0-04 450 2-4 
0.046 172.9 8-3 0-07 354 2.4 
0.065 125.9 5-9 0.11 2.58 2-4 
0.084 93-71) 4-23 0.15 192 2-4 
0.091 83-38 3-70 0-16 171 2-4 
0.102 71-35 3.10 0.18 146 2.5 
0.129 49-43 2-03 0-23 102 2.7 
0.155 35-96 1-40 0-26 74-1 2-9 
0.205 20-70 0-77 0-30 43-1 3-9 
0.264 11-70 0-47 0-33 24-8 5) -8 
0-373 4-972 0-316 0-314 11-2 (11-2) 11-2 
0.457 2-908 0.291 0.286 6-95 (6-95) 16-4 
0.647 1-114 0-223 0-213 3-09 (3-10) 27-9 
Table 2. Analytica l approximation to -Q(O). 
(U2) J (A) E)(0) (e. A-3) (U2) J (A) (0) (e. A-3) (,, 2 , 2) j (A) (.. A -') 
0.30 18.5 0-42 8.45 0-54 4.72 
0.31 17.1 0-43 9.00 0.5.5 4.52 
0.32 15.9 0-44 7-51) 0-56 4-34 
0-33 14-8 0-45 7-20 0-57 4-16 
0.34 13.8 0-46 6-85 0-58 4-00 
0-35 12.9 0-47 6.51 0.59 3-84 
0.36 12. t 0.48 6.20 0-60 3-70 
0-37 11-4 0-41) 5.91 0.61 3-56 
0.38 10.7 0.50 5.64 0.62 3-43 
0-39 10.0 0-51 5-39 0-63 3-30 
0-40 9-47 0-52 5.15 0-64 3-18 
0.41 8-94 0-53 4-93 0.65 3-07 
ý(O) was computed for a series of values of a by using 
(21) and (24): it is tabulated in Table 1, and in Fig. I 
it is plotted against (ý2)1, the r. m. s. amplitude of 
vibration (U2 = 3a-1). The other quantities in Table 1 
are ei, (()), e2, (O) and &, )(0), the contributions 
to Q(O) 
per is, 28 and 2p electron respectively, and v(O), the 
percentage contribution from all the valence electrons 
(Q ý 2-t),, +e2, d-3P2p; v= (100/Q)[Q,,, j 3p2p]). A graph 
of v against (W)l is plotted in Fig. 2. When a is small, 
i. e. when (W)f is large, 
V 
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Fig. 2. Percentage valence-electron contribution to t)(0) as a 
function of thermal amplitude. 
F(u) - 
provided that u is not too large. Since R, S and T 
fall off rapidly at large distances from the nucleus, 
it follows from (21) that the asymptotic form of e(0) 
for large (u2)f is 
ýO(0) (aJZý) (2R2-1 S2+3T2)du 
= 6(Z: ruti/3)-- (25) 
since R, S and T are normalized to unity. This result 
suggests that it may be possible to approximate to 
e(0) over a moderate range of values of (U2)I by a 
function of the form C(u`2)-". In fact it was found that 
the curve of Fig. I is fitted closely over the range 
(u2)1 = 0.30-0.65 
A (Q(0) = 18-3 e. A-3) by the for- 
mula 
e(O) =1.13(U2)-1*16; (26) 
this function is tabulated in Table 2. The numbers in 
brackets in Table 1, column 5 are approximate values 
of ý(O) calculated from (26): comparison with the 
directly computed values indicates that (26) yields 
values which are accurate to less than I% in the range 
covered by Table 2. 
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5. Effect ofanisotropy On carrying out the 0 and 99 integrations, we find that 
An estimate of the effect on -Q(O) of anisotropy in the e has the spherically symmetric form, 
atomic motion may be made by considering the special 
case of anisotropy in one direction only. If býa e(r) - 4ýT(a/2ýT)ff' exp (-Jar2) e (t) exp 02) 
and c= a(l + J), where J is an anisotropy parameter, 0 
sinli (art) then in (22) a((p) =a and fl((p) ý aJ, so that (23) x t2 dt - (28) may be integrated to give (ad) 
= F(u) 
(-)4--exp 
(- Jau2)H(uV tad) . (27) 
In terms of the radial distribution function, 
D(r) = 4: Tr20(r) = 2R2+S2+3T2 , 





, o(O) was calculated 
from (21) and (27) for the special 
values, aý4 atomic units, J=1: these correspond 2 
to (uý)l - 0-431 A, 0-82. The value found 
was 8-13 e. A-3, which differs by less than 2% from 
the value 8-00 e. A-1 for isotropic motion. It appears 
that a considerable degree of anisotropy would be 
required to produce a serious change in e(O). Con- 
versely, e(O) ý 8-13 e. 
A-3 corresponds to an isotropic 
r. m. s. amplitude of 0-427 A (Table 2), which differs 
by 1% from the anisotropic value, 0-431 A. Thus, 
for such a degree of anisotropy, the error in 
calculated from Q(O) on the assumption of isotropy, 
is quite small. 
this may be written as 
P(r) = (a/2i)ý exp (- jar2) 
`D(t) 
exp ( -2at2) i0 
sink (art) 
X -- dt . (28a) (art) 
By expanding the function (art)-' sinh (art) as a 
power series we obtain a formal series expansion of 
P(r) 
P(ý') = exp (-2ar2) (ai'2)), 
where 
Q, z(a) = (a/2 




From (28b) we derive formulae for the height of the 
density peak and its curvature: 
P(a) = -°(O) _ Q,, 
6. Isotropic motion: the electron distribution 
When the atomic motion is isotropic (A ý al) and the 
stationary distribution has spherical symmetry, 
equation (18) becomes 
Q (r) = (a127r) Q (t) exp aU2) A, 
in which t= r-u (see Fig. 3). On transforming to 
spherical polar coordinates in t-space with the polar 
axis aloDg r, and using the relation, 
U2 = r2+t2-2rt cos 0, 
we obtain 
P(r) (a/2r)4 exp (-jar2) C(t) exp (-jail) 
0 






Fig. 3. Coordinates used in integration of Ci(r). 






- aýe0 3Q1) 
(30) 
(3i) 
The asymptotic form of _Q(r) for large r. m. s. 111- 
plitudes may be obtained from (28a) by allo-wing a to tend to zero: the integral tends to the value 
D(t) dt = 6, so th e asymptotic form of the distri- 
00 
bution is ý(r) e-_ 6(a/2: r)ý9 exp (-jar 2) (32) Q- 
This result indicates that when (ý)i is large the 
distribution approximates closely to a gaug8itm Peak, 
a fact which has long been known empirically by 
X-ray crystallographers (see Costain, 1941). Whel-I 
(U2)j is finite, the gaussian function which is the best 
fit to the actual distribution for small r (i. e. Which 
has the same peak height and curvature) is 
where 
P9(ß') _P exp (-4a'r2) , (33) 
aý = C/P = a(1---1/0). 
The function -Q(r) was computed from formula (28a) 
with a=4 atomic units, corresponding to (ý2)i zý 
0.457 A. The integral Q, was computed for the saine 
value of a, and from it and Q, (Table 1, cohnnn 4-)) 
the parameters in the gaussian function t), xvere found. 
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P 6-955 e. A-3 experimental distribution is closely gaussian. However, 
a' 1] -24 A-2 , the curvature of the experimental peak is 57 e. 
A-5, 
C- a'P = 78-16 e. A-5. considerably less than the calculated 78 e. A-5. The 
Both functions are tabulated in Table 3 and displayed 
Table 3. Electron distribution in carbon 
(u2)i = 0.457 A 
r (A) P (e. A-3) Cq (e. A-a 
0 6.055 6.955 
0.132 6.309 6.306 
0.364 4.744 4.700 
0.396 3.030 2.880 
0.528 1.730 1.450 
0.660 0.956 0.600 
graphically in Fig. 4: it is seen that LO(r) is 
gaussian tip to about 0-4 




Fig. 4. Electron distribution C)(r) for carbon at 
(O)i=0-457 A, 
and gaussian curve &(r). 
cc 
Fig. 5. Labelling of carbon atoms in naphthalene. 
The carbon atoin A in naphthalene (Fig. 5) on the 
contour map drawn by Abrahams, Robertson & White 
(1949b) has a peak density of 6.9 e. A-3; it is therefore 
suitable for a, comparison with the computed dis- 
tribution. A graph of In -C) against r2 (Fig. 6), plotted 
from measurements on the map along a line from the 
centre of atom A towards the centre of the ring 
(to reduce the effect of overlap from neighbouring 
atoms), is roughly linear up to rý 0-6 A: thus the 
In E 
Fig. 6. Plot of In o v. r2 for atom A of naphthalene 
(from measurements on Rohertson's map). 
source of this discrepancy probablY lies in the use of a 
finite Fourier series in the caleulation of the ex- 
periniental (list ri buti on: this point is discussed more 
fully below in § 7. 
ýIie foregoing calculations permit us to estimate 
the effect of thermal inotion on the bridge value of the 
density in a bon(I between two carbon atoms. If the 
change in the distribution due to bonding is neglected 
and the r. m. s. ainplitudes of the two atoms are 
assunied to be equal, the bridge density is 
B(ox) = 2-Q(11), (34) 
%%-here I is the bond-length. Taking 1 -- 1-4 A (it value 
typical of bonds belonging to benzene rings) and 
(U2)j - 0-457 A (corresponding to the peak, Pý 
(i-i) e. A-1, in atoni A of naphthalene), we find Bý 
1-60 e. A-3 by extrapolating the. data of Table 3 to 
r= 0-7 A. This value may be compared with Bý 
1-27 e. A-1, computed directly from the Hartree field 
for stationary atoms. The motion increases B by 
0-33 e. A-1. 
An estimate of the accuracy of the approximate 
equation (34) may be made by considering the electron 
distribution in benzene calculated by March (1952). 
For the bridge density in a stationary C-C bond 
according to the molecu lar. orbital theory March gives 
the value 1-9 e. A-3. A calculation using the same 
analytical wave-functions (Stater, 1930) and the 'over. 
lapping atom' approximation (34) yields the value 
1-58 eA-3 for the same density. The difference, about 
0.3 e. A-3, represents the effect of bonding: it is roughly 
equal to the increase in the Hartree-field densit ,v 
due 
to thermal motion. Clearly an adequate treatment of 
bridge densities must take both effects into account. 
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bonding or vibration, calculated from Hzirtree and Let us define the fractional errors introduced into 
Slater atomic wave-functions also differ by 0-3 e,. A-3. P and C by the finite reciprocal radius: 
Thus the choice of wave-functions is ýnother im- 
'ý(P) = tp-P(ko)ýlp portant factor. 
6(C) = ýC-Qko)JIC . 
7. The effect of finite-series errors on the Then from (33), (37), (37a) and (38) we find 
distribution 
cý(P) (21VýT)y(3; 2,, r2k 2 /a') 20 
Ideally the experimental distribution is the sum of an (C) k /a') (39) (4/31/: r)y(;,; 2 '_12 
2 
infinite Fourier series, whose coefficientý are obtained 20 
from the intensities of the diffracted X-rays. In where y is the incomplete gamma function, 
practice the series used is finite, since the reciprocal 
radius, k= Jkl = 2ý-' sin 0 (in the notation of y(n; r) 
"'e't"Idt 
. equation (10) et 8eq. ), cannot exceed the limiting value, 
ý 
1. 
k, = 2ý-'; (35) An application of the recursion formula, 
moreover, not all the spectra lying within this radius 
are actually recorded. 
In order to estimate the errors introduced into peaks 
and curvatures by such a finite series let us consider 
the simpler problem of an isolated atom. The densit 
'v distribution an([ the atomic scattering factor are then 
related by the reciprocal Fourier equations. 
O(r) _ý f(k) exp (2nik'r)dk ' 
f(k) _ O(r) exp (-2 rik'r)dr . 
When the distribution bas spherical symmetry, t lie 
integrations over angular coordinates may be carried 
out: the transforms become 
'(n-+-1; x) = ny(n; x)+x"e-x, 
to (39) shows that 
22 
(l, (P)-ý, -(413j/A)(27r'k'1a')' exp (-2jT kola') 01 
i. e. the error in C is always greater than that in P. 
It is of interest to apply equation (39) to the (lisý 
tribution t), computed in § 6: then a' ý 11-24 A-2 
The wave-length use(l in the experimental work or, 
naphthalene was ;, ý-- 1-54 A (Abrahams, Robertson 
& White, 1949a), so the appropriate limiting reciprocal 
radius is not greater than that given by (35), k-0 :ý 1.30 A-'. The corresponding errors are computed 
to be 
1: (Y) = 0- 112, e, (C) = 0.306 . 





sin (2nkr) rdr . 
From the former equation we derive formulae for the 
peak height and curvature: 




\ f(k) k4dk 
. 
The corresponding parameters of the distribution 
obtained by restricting the range of integration to the 
sphere, k< ko, in reciprocal space are 
P(ko) - 4. 
. 





ýýý f(k)k4dk . 
Let us simplify further by using the gaussian ýip- 
proximation (33) to the distribution. Then the second 
of equations (36) may be integrated to give 
f(k) -- P(2: c/a')J exp (-27r2k2/a') . (38) 
The parameters of -e, are P= 6-955 e. A-3, (, v 1ý 
7S-16 e. A-5; thus the parameters of the mo(lifie(I 
distribution are 
P(k, ) = 6-18 e. A-3, C(k, ) = 54-2 e. A-5 , 
which may be compared with the experimental para- 
meters, P= 6-9 c. A-3, C= 57 e. A-5 . 
The theoretical peak has been reduced slightly below 
the comparable experimental peak, but the agreement 
between the curvatures is now much more satisfactory 
It seems likely that the theoretical distribution haviýý 
the same P(k, ) as the experimental one would also 
have approximately the same C(k, ). 
8. Discussion 
Fig. I shows that the effect of vibration on the peak 
density is considerable: an amplitude of jA reduces 
it by a factor of more than 100. This is of course, due 
to the sharpness of the peak in the stationary ato, 11. 
The effect on the bridge densities in bonds is 1(ýss 
pronounced, but the calculations of §6 show that 
these may be increase([ by more than 25", It is 
therefore impossible to make any useful comparisons 
between the densities calculated by quantuin. 
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theoretical methods for stationary molecules and the 
corresponding densities derived from X-ray diffraction 
measurements, unless the latter are first corrected 
adequately for thermal motion. 
The closeness of _e, as calculated in § 6, to the 
gaussian curve Q,, suggests that the distribution at an 
amplitude such as that which occurs in naphthalene 
is not very sensitive to the shape of g; for p. depends 
on o only through the two integrals, p, and ol. Thus 
many details of the electron distribution in a stationary 
molecule are likely to be lost in the distribution 
occurring in a molecular crystal at ordinary tempera- 
tures. 
The (ý2)i-t)(O) curve may be used to determine 
the r. m. s. amplitude of a carbon atom having a given 
observed peak density. It is of interest therefore to 
examine the assumptions used in the calculations of 
§ 4. These are as follows: 
(i) The wave-functions used are those for a free 
carbon atom. Bonding is neglected except as the source, 
of tile potential energy for motion of the nuclei. 
Since it is mainly the valence (2s) (2p)3 electrons which 
take part in bonding, the inner-sliell (1, ý)2 electrons 
being practically unaffected, the quantity v (Fig. 2) 
provides an index of tile probable effect oi bonding on 
p(o). So long is v is small, the contribution from the 
valence electrons is relatively unimportant. Tile range 
of values of (WI)i occurring in molecular crystals such 
its naphthalene and anthracene is 0-4-0.5 
A, corres- 
ponding to e(O) ý 9-5-5-5 e. 
A-3 (data from Abrahams 
et al., 1949a, b: Mathieson et al., 1950); in this region 
v= 13-19%, so the effect of bonding may 
be appre- 
ciable. 
(ii) Tile atomic wave-functions are those derived by 
the Hartree method. These are the ones which it is 
customary to employ in 
X-ray scattering theory. * 
1jecently MeWeeny (1951) has discussed the use of 
analytical wave-functions in calculating scattering 
factors for stationary atoms, and in a later paper 
(1952) lie deals with the effects of bonding. 
An idea of the importance of the choice of -wave- 
functions may be gained by comparing tile value 
847 e. A-3, calculated in §4 for the stationary peak 
density, with the value 797 e. A-3, derived from 
analytical wave-functions of the form 
V),, (r) g, exp (-yr) , 
'P2. jr) q20'_A) eXP (-br) , 
WhCre 91,92, are constants: the differenee is 
about 6%. NoNv when (0)1 is large, Q tends towards 
Actually, the scattering factor for carbon tabulated by 
James & Brindley (1931), which is frequently used by cry- 
stal] ographers, was derived by interpolation from the Hartree- 
field scattering factors of various other atoms; the Hartree- 
field for carbon was not computed until several years later 
(Torrance, 1934). Moreover the JB factor is designed for the 
ground state, whereas it seems more reasonable on chemical 
grounds to consider the valence state, as has been done in 
this paper. 
the iAs ' ymptotic 
form (32), which is independent of 
the choice of wave-functions. Therefore it is reasonable 
to suppose that the error in e due to any special 
choice of wave-functions tends to decrease as (tO)i 
increases. It is probable then that the error in _Q(O) 
caused by the assumption (ii) is not worse than, say, 
5%. 
(iii) Anharmonicity of the vibrations is neglected. 
The influence of this can be assessed only by a detailed 
an. dysis of the spectra of particular crystals. It is 
prolýably not important, provided that the amplitudes 
are not too largre. 
(iv. ) The motion isasstinied to be isotropic. The effect 
of anisotropy has been discussed in § 5, where it was 
found to be small in the example which was examined. 
(v) The density at the centre of one atom due to its 
neighhours has been neglected. This is justified if the 
bridge densities between the atom and each of its 
neighbours are small in comparison with the peak 
density, for the contribution to the peak from a 
neighbour is presumably much less than half the bridge 
density. 
When all these sources of error have been taken into 
account, one may conclude that the accuracy of e-(O) 
correspon(ling to a given (i_t2)i is probably not worse 
than 200(ý) in the range covered by Table 2. It follows 
from equation (26) that the value of (U2)j corres- 
ponding to a given ý(O) may be calculated with an Q 
accuracy not worse than about 10% in the same range. 0 
Finally it may be remarked that the considerations 
of §7 indicate that even a comparison between a 
thermally averaged electron density, such as that 
which has been computed in this paper, and an 
experimental density is of little value unless the latter 
has first been corrected for finite-series errors. 
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C. A. Coulson, F. R. S., who suggested this problem to 
me, for his advice and encouragement throughout the 
course of the investigation. I am glad to have had an 
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The calculation of the mean, squaro a=24 9 of thermal 
notion of an atora, In a mole4uUr crystal Is discussed. It 
Is shown thato with sertain, simplifying assumptions comerning 
the form of the force field,, there should be a linear relation 
between the mean wpars amplitude and the square of tbo 
distance of the atom from the molecular eentre of mass. The 
relation Is r(mnd to bold approximtoly for naphtbalena and 
anthmeeno,, and Its validity and limitations are disoussed. 
I. - IMZUC=ý- 
In the Met Paper Of thig 99rIQ9 (1118915# 19531 t* t* 
referred to hwwe: rorth ILS 1) the effective electron density 
derived rrem t , kjq Lame so&ttering or X. rsyg by a crystal 
vais ohown to be Identical with thS thsr"Al AV6raV Or the 
denmity at the tsmper&tmm Of the experiments An 4KpVssSIOn 
(equation 1 18) was aerived which related this densitY to 
the electron distribution In IL Uttl0s Or IstatiormI7 "" 
and to the memm square snplit0d" wd mean productS Or 
mplitudes or thermal vibration of the &tamb In tb* 'actual 
li. 
crystal. fte pok density at the contre of a oarbon &ten 
V&S 00MUt*d as a ftmtion of Its r-m. m* amplitude of 
vibrationa, a Hartme field beIng asgomed fbr the distribution 
In tho stationary atom and the thevmal notion being taken 
tc) be Isotropic, 
In ttda paper tbo problem or ciamiatim r-ruse 
Mplitudes f4)r ate" in molemlar crystals Is oonsidoredt 
wlth partioulAr reference to naphthalwa and anthmoww. 
In Section 2, two kinds of contribution to the total mian 
square emplitudo 
J 
are dl9tlr4gmtsbmdt that of the "Agid- 
boW vibrations In vhIch each molacm1o mov" as an almost 
rigid unit,, and that &rising from the Internal normal mod a 
of each raolecules Interaction oonstants between tbese two 
types of displacoutent being neglected. In Section 3 the 
rigid-body vibrations am classified further Into trans- 
lational and rotational uxAesp fartber Interaction constants 
being aegleotedp arA an expression fbr their contribution 
to the man square amplitade is derived from a simple, model 
of the Intermoletmlar fbrce field., The calculation of the 
contribution f"m the internal modoe of the molecule is 
disoussod in Sootion 4,, 
In 3ection 5 use In mde O: r eme, wWablished results 
of Cruloksbw* (W3) to obtain values of UT in mphtbalsne 
wA anthraome derived from the publlshtd X-ray analYa*s 
122. 
(Abrabow, o Robertson & WhItso 1949&#bl Mathleson, Robertson 
& Sinclairt 1950&, b). It Is found thoit the variatiork Of 
u&7' from on* atom to another within snob molecule is rougUy 
consistent vith a tbanal motion compostA adnly of 
translation (lattice vibrations) mA tsotz%)pdLo rotation 
(11brations). The validity and limitations of this 
Interpr*tation are discussed In Section 6. 
The A%mndix contains the derivation of some formlae 
used in the W4 of the papers 
A AND D» ß 418 
In any discussion or the vibrations of a moleaular 
crystal it is useful to distinguish between coordinstos 
doeoribIng tile Internal distortion of the moleaules " 
those describing their rslattvO motion- If we consider 
a gone ral smandisplaceraent Of tile n at*" in a *IMI* 
molecule from their wpilibrium **nf'18UMt10n,, we MY 
oompletely sWify the Internal distortion by the 8A -6 
-5 for a linear mo2sauls) Of a ao2mn vector 
y and the mmewent of tkw moUcul* as a wbole by the 6 
components (5 for a Unear noleaule) of a 002UM vector ý* 
In* fomer oomist Of Oxtensions Of bOMU. dListortlons of 
123. 
borA-angles, torsions of borAs, etal the latter of 
translations and rotations of the vbole molecule. An 
alternative description to provided by another colmm vector 
x. vWse, ft =nPments specify this atomic displaosmnts 
relAtive to a triad of Cartutan. axes fixed In space i vo 
adopt the convention that the compoinents zj (j a 
refer to the Ith atom and denote tbass briefly by the 
5-veator iii. 
ror small displacononto the alternative systw= are 
related linsarly by a coordinate tran6fbrMtIOn vtdch W&Y be 
writtsn a* 
x0&. 7 + 
or as th* invsrse equationgs, 
ya bz.. 
X 
AS to ohm in the Appendix, the rectangular matrices A ard 
b may be written down Immediately in term of the goam*trY 




to the diagonal mutrIx af atmic masses (Mjj a mp 
for 3a 31"2, U-1,31) am 
b S" bl , 
(6) 
ý, a(, t P. ýý (7) 
124. 
then the kimtio orwrgy splIts up IntA) two 1ndepondent partapthe 
on* &rising from -internal distortion, the other from motion of 
the molecule as a rigid bodys 
Tait, G-I+ + 
TkAs equation was first derived by Wilson (3.939) for the 
speeial eaue, a 0. 
Tbe potential ez»zW of a free moleouig d»p«i" C>nly on 
Its Internal distortion and may be written in tbe first 




vbere fo Is a matrlz of force aomftnts " Interaction 
constants. It to obvious from ininvotion of equation* (a) 
wA (9) that the normal cowdinates for molecular vibratims 
fall Into two distimt sets: the r1rat not, g1p cormisto (of 
linear ambinations of y and oorreepwAs to fr*TnrAG! Les 
vhI*h are solutions of the socu2&r oquation fbr intermal 
vibrations, 
12 Eo -4 -r" Vs -IIa01 (10) 
tho second q2 Is forned from !L and de"rlb*a free rigid- 
W40 motion (a0). 
Wben the molecule Is situated In a crystal equation (9) 
to no IoWr validt the potential energy is$, In the harmonic 
approximation, of the more gwwral f0m, 
N 
V =, i tý'F 
O"s I ýf 
yr + rý_Kjvjr 
- to - 
+2y k1p, 
1250 
In vtdoh the vectors yI and 
-"k 
refer to the i th molecule 
of the N wbloh constitute the crystal. The Intermolecular 
forces are bar* represented by the matrices Kk (all - low *I Ob* 
(f-*O-) and P In general,, I =ff -7-4 
OWIM- to th1D presewe Of the last tena In (11), It is no 
longer possible r1;; ozvj&3, v to osparate the nomal modes Into 
Internal w-A rigid-body Vibrations of the molecules. Howeve'rj 
there le ample spectroscopic evidence that want of the 
vibration frequencies of many organic molecules do not depend 
to any large extent on the physical state of the substance, 
That is,, as on* vould expect,, the Intermolecular for*" are 
wmh veaker than the Intramolecular foreest In (11) FP : -? f 
F and the elements of k are simall compared Z40. 
ii- 
vith those of Therefore It seem reasonable to neglect ý0. 
k and use the simplified potential, 
NN 
vaIZyI P" + 1z 
4 
(12) 
Jul -I _4 
7ýýiar 
12ral 
The separation of the normal ooordinates Into ! 11 and SLS I* 
now valid once more. 
In those alrounstawas it Is toselble to effect a 
'"T1 correspondisig decomposition of ui, the mean square simplibade 
of thermal motion of the Ith atom In ary molecule 2 for Al 
Is related to ql and 9V by a linear transtorAstions 
!! I + 
1,126. 
from V*doh It fol3jowe that 
-T .I . "o I a traae oil qlql all *j2 qgo a 
and S being diff*rent sets of normal coordinatess, 
Aqj a 00) The two terms of (13) may be Interpreted as the 
contributions frm Internal mid r1gid-body modes respectivelys 
UMP «o «T ) int +( UL ul Ut (14) 
fte tntovml*ouUr foroois bolr4 ooq*vatlvoly wooks tho soswA 
t0rld Of (14) is by rar the I&IV*r of tba tfto &M to V* first 
my be assigned the value appropriate to a free moleaulo. 
3*_ AN--APPROCDtk" "XPMMZO* FOR ( 
It IS WWvn In the AXMndIX that the rigid-bodr term In 
the Idnotic omrgy (13) sW be writton (as In A14) as the an 
Of Independent terms arlsiM from tmalation of the contre 
Of WLSS ( 14 ý and rotation about that a entre ( I. ) . Lot 
us asom a model for the Intermolemlar potential suoh that 
there in no interaction between translation and rotationp 1.0, 
v. 





wro bobig now no cross-terms in oittor the kinetic or the 
potential Onersy, (2) r-b is tbO Out Of t" terms , On* Ui 
arlSiZ6 from tVaMlAtIon (VM' lAttioe or "acoustic" modes), 
the Otber 1"Mm restrioted rotation (libretUm) : 
( `2 *(-, ul ) r-b (16) 
Lot us eanalder the depwAame ()f those terms (ýn the 
position of atcm i in tJ» wleoulee iramtever the tom 
Omw 
of the first term of (15) may be, it is obvims that ( uv- ) I ts 
al'181"9 IaB it d0158 fl"m t2"MIatimp to the Sam fbr all 
atoms . 
( -ý )t a A# U1, (17) 
where A is some fawtion or tt* temperature* 
on the otbor band ( ;f )r varies from aten to atom in a 
way vhieh depends on tho fbna of the oooorid term of (15). 
In view of the present scarcity of evidence concerning this 
fbree field for libration It seems to be necessary to adopt 
some simple model. Let us assume that each moleaule rotates 
In a time-Indevendent external field,, stdch may be regard" 
as an avoro,, p of that duo to Interactions with Its n*Igbb9w%, p 
and that this field does not depend on the direction of the 
axis of rotation. Then the sooond term of (23) oontalne 
no *ros*, -terzs between the coordinates of different molecules# 
and the potential fbr rotation of a single mole-cule may be 
128. 
vritten as 
Vr Kr 1ýr 
vbere Xr to a force constant for libration. 
.. 
I In order to calculate )r we require an expression 
for the Viermal averW Tho general wtpression 
fbr sueh a matrix to that of I (a): It Isads to the fbimlop 
fkI 
In which T to the the a tompoxwturo arv. 't % and k 
b&vo their usual significance. Now the spectmommle 
evidome Indleatos tint the librut1cm frwpwwlos of molecular 
arrstals are quite Uwj, ur"lly In the region of 100 evvi"*' 
(s4w for example PAmoset, 1.948). since thmm frequawles 
are the solutions of the socular oquation 
If"' 
K, - 4-rr'cý v` II= 
the argment of the funotion in (19) in oseentially 'K og/W. 
At ordinary tenporstures (T ~ SMOOK) and with 0~ 100 =4*1 
this quantity Is waall erxA%gh ftr the approxlmtlon,, 
ooth x0 x7lo to be a good Met (19) beeMso 
f kT I/ Xr. (90) 17 r- *7p 
(ThIs approximticm to oseentially that of classiO&I 
meobanion, A0 
129. 
From equatIms (PO) wA (Al) it follOW8 th&t 
'"MI 2 (21) (u! L)v a IkTRI /Kra 
vhere IRI Ig tlw distame c)f at*n i Ilm the moleoul" 
aentre of =004. 
Combining (1.6),, (17) and (21) ve obtain for the total 
contribution from rigid-body mo4es 
( 71 ) 
r-b 24* '0 
RI (22) 
in whioh AB are temperatuxe-dependent. 
ME' CkIoML`, '-T*ION OP ( 
71 
It to OvIdent rrm equatic)no (1) , 
(6), q (9) &nd I(e) 
that th* : to'""'A t"a *kA*h ( 1121 int '"'Ot 'b* 6&1=1&t4bd L8 
-0 
U 





11 44 aoth 1% (2P, )i/McTj G, (24 Wr .1% (GIVU) - 0 Ito definod by *quation (0),, and N to tb* jth INM 
Using (4) and (24) p v* transform (23) Into the fbvm 
31 
C"n --a ft 
J 





a U-2* (25) 
1504 
vbare ýj to the th co2um of b. If the vibrati4m 
freqUencies V,, fbUnd by solving SqUation. (10) . &rS IOW 
(h VO IkT << 1),, ve may use, the approximtIon aoth 3& s"l 
(a << 1) to simplify (25) ILS folimm I 
M 
int kftj, 
ý-' :Eb (Oroo) (26) 
S- 31-2. 
ConTeraelyp It WIS rreqUencles a" bi*l (h V 
,o 
/kT >> 1) 9 th* 
asymptotio relatten ooth 3 %, 1 (3 -* oö ) Ismu to the apo 
proxImate fomula 
Culf. ) -t t 1: 
31 
b'j G'*I(GFo)-*bj. (27) 
Rquations (136) and (27) are rospectimay ttw classicla am 
Sero-poInt limits of (25), These results enable us to 
00"00 
calculate (u'; 'I) int from the g*omtry of tkw molgaulo,, as 
exWessed by the trarAformation matrix b. aid &W bMpthetical 
fbras field PO- 
The aboigm of FO depends upon two oomeMorationat an 
the we hand ve have Ideas comernift the general fbrm of the 
fleld basod on quantm tbsoretteal trostumts Of the *180tronla 
strmturel an the other hand wo want th* solutions V. of a 
OqMtjon (10) to Mgt*** " closely as possible With US 
131. 
fundamental vibration frOquoncies determined BPG*t]V$C*P: L*aUY* 
In practlceq a comprwAse in usually attomlobed., for : inat of 
the a priort quantm weakanical calculations earried out so 
far do not Uad to very good quantitative agrewtent vith the 
observed spectra. 
In the maln, fores flelds are oonstructed by "mtm 
empirleal pmeedures baving as their point of d*Partur* tbG 
"simple valwwo force field" Introftced by Bjerrum (1914) 1 
FO' Is t; &Vxa to consist mainly of fbroo constants vbi*h My 
be transferred between simlUr structural urAts of related 
moleauless and small off-diagonal Inters4tion constants are 
postulated to accomt for details of the spectra. These 
extra constants have been Interpreted theoretically by 
Coulson,, Duwgu"m & I. Amwback (1948) In to=& of resonanao 
effects# absnpe of kWbridisation and Intoractione between 
non-bonded atoms. ftch procedures are quite suocessfal. In 
deallne with molecules bullt from simple atamle Simuplagn 
linked by obaim of single bonds, but less so in coping 
vith ooWugated ayiston, vlare the form of the field is 
determined largely by the mcbil* eleetrone and the resultizng 
interaction constants are large. It Is In describing fields 
of the latter type that a tboorotioal approach Lis most 
bslpftlt for exmsplo, Coulson & Longuet-HISSLM (1948) bavs 
W3own how those fields may be obtained by the SIMP10 m*l44U2&r 
1526 
orbital teabnique in tome of awh quantities an the mobilS 
ardo1v smd the golf wA mutuol polsAsabillties of the bonds. 
A ealaulation of the type desaribed In this section has 
boon asomriod out on the carbon skoloton of naphtbalone In 
order to rIM the relative mignitudou or (u 1): It fbr the 
various carbon &twat tho details or this calaulation wero 
described In the author's R, Sa. thesis (KIM* Mgt Chapter 
4). The asmxn*d force Mold was that given by Coulson 
LonVmt-Riggins (loc. c1t4. ) vith the additUm or force 
constants for bending, or the skeletonj the smune field for 
In-plarm mribratlons vas used by Jacobs (1951) In her 
calculation of the A. frmpowles. fte tbzmaU wVloyed 
was (26), j although at ODOC,, the temperature at vb1ch the 
X-ray maxw4ments of Abrahaw,, Robertson & ftite (1949a) 
were oarried omtp ths ratio& h, ý AT cou3A bALrdly bo caUed 
mall (soe HjSg#jO loc. oit. ) I neverUw1ose,, It vas thought 
that the sixople olassical approximtIon vould give some 
iMication of the variation of 
av'ODit over the molecule. 





in order tc) test ttw vaUdity of OqUAtiOn (22) let us 
OongIder the v&ILUels of Uri. In r^phthftUm wA anthmawm *t 
L3 ,0 
POP-C, 9br wlAch the detailed results of X-ray analyses are 
available (Ab%%hams,, Robert*= & MAU,. 194ft#bl ftthisews. 
Robertson & Sinclair,, 3.950a,, b). Abned and Cruickshank (1952) 
have reflned the crystal wA nolecalar structures by a metbod 
wb1ch m1nimizes the moan differetwe between the observed 
structure factors and those calculated from a model with 
atoms arraz4ged In rtiugbly the expected confiVration. In 
their earlier calculations they assigned to the variouis carbon 
stams the same isotropic vibration suplitade, but more 
recently (Cruicksbanks 1958) they have used a more flexible 
method ftich allows fbr differont Uotropla tber=kl motiome 
Values of uj derived from Omicksbu*'s B valu" are 
given In Tabl" I and So (The 8 value fbr an atom Lis a 
pgramter in its tmperature factor, Inotrople tbenual 
motion being assurad, 
by the relation 
si a 
In the notation of I It to defirwd 
r, WT (-Bi sin%/)h (26) 
oonnoot: tng the micatterIM ftator for a VibratIM atom wlth 
that for a stationary onee It follmrs from equatione (98) v 
(9) and (11a) that 
UT -Ir 
We may now and ( Up- ý-bs tor na, at leatstp by 
-I". T ýT t subtracting from each u J3s appropriate v&Ue of (U 1): Lnt 
calculated in Section 4s tbese quantities are also tsbWAtod 
154. 
In Table I* TbO 00MOSPOndift V&1U*8 Of RI 
2 
41" 
tmIculaUd an the asewption that the O&rbOn &to" 110 'at tb* 
vortices of coplanar regular bixagons (Figpiro 1) 9 When 
(u2 Or-b Is plotted against Rjn/lý,, wbore I Is the 00 bond 
lengths the tbroo points (As 3# C) 11o reasonably close to 
a stralght line (Figure 3j, adddle graph). 
$Iwo no ealculations of (q) Int bav* be" nade Vow 
anthraceno# w* camwt plot values of WTI), for this 
Maleoule. Hwevors as to shown In Plaure a (toptunt graph) 
t2 he (up valuos for na vary so little - they I int 
*1012 are In any oaae only about 4% of Vie total ui - that th* 
graph of u. Itself &VIn&t B42/10 Is nearly limar. So we I 
may expoet that Its an is very likely.. the anthracene (u2 I 
)Int 
values vary only slightly over the nolemle# the graph of 
UIL against Ri 
2a /12 will again be nearly Unears this Is 
Indeed vbat bappons (Figure 3s bottom graphl th* data am 
taken from Table S# wA the labolling of the atoms in 
Illustrated In Figure 2)* 
§g 
-DISCU331.0g* 
It appmrs from the forogping sonalderations that* for 
4tkalano and anthramm at least# the formuU (22) 
provIdes quite a good approxUato doserlptUm of the tbAxal 
1350 
metiont the Umlication Is *at moat of the variation In 
the earb*n peak densities notioed by Hoberbson et &I, may 
be aesoumted Jbr In teras of Fourier aeries termination 
orrove (allowed ror by the methods of Absed &M G=IW&abw*) 
wA tberval Ilbration. BlowWor It mast be StrOSOOd Ust 
this scraluslan Is only pwwisional. fte data sappUed by 
Cruickabank are the revalts of prellminary voric &zA ray be 
modified aliatitlY 137 ftrther *&IcllUtl0ns- Besides# tboso 
data are soareely sufficient to ostablish the lirwarity of 
the U ves RPO relationo 
Pinally, q there a" a few comments to be v&do an the 
deviations of the experimental points from strict linearity,, 
If In fact those are signifleanti in partioular we may 
Wto that &to= C and D in anthrao*ng,, b&VIng the g&m value 
of Rio do not bave equal 
;Z 
values. The GalcUlated (ui)it 
017 
values are so Mau Oompared With the total Ut that ve may 
probably disommt Internal moleaular vibrations as a cause 
of these deviations. A much more likely explanation is 
that they are due to anisotropy of the librationsp for to 
assign an Isotropic force field (equation 18) to a molecule 
In such an wAsotropla onvirament as a polyacone crystal 
to really a drastic oversimplifleation; no doubt ftrther 
vork on the anisotropy of the atomis wtioneq as rove" 
by the xargy data,, vill throw saw light on this matter. 
136* 
Moreover,, to return to the problem vhIch pnwided the starting 
Point fOP this InVestlgatlonp there must be 0=0 Orrol' In the 
uI valmes deduced from the X-ray data due to the use of 
scattering factors for Isolated atmal any redistribution of 
electronic *hwgo Occurring durIM bonding will give rise 
tA) departures I)rom linearity In the graph of apparent 
U21 Vao R, 
20 There Is an obvious need for ftrther 
IMOStIgatiOns to diStirellah decisively betwoon the effects 
of tbanal motion and those of charge transfer. 
AMUMM911"BIMS's 
I Am tndobt*d to Professor Ct A* Goulson for bjLs 
aftice and wwouragament &wine the eamrse or this vovk wad 
to Dre Do Wo J, Cmt*kWar* for amb bslpftl aorr ispondeme 
" for ble permission to qwto unpAblisW results, 
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AREMM 
Given the defftitlon of the qPantitles ya v* may vrito 
the matrix b of eqnation (2) in 
tbo MOISCUlso GOMISI tbraulas 
types of Internal coordinate bav 
(iasg,. n4i) i f*V OXaMPIAO, It A 
the extatsion of the bcaid ocenec, 
y to related to x by the formula 
ter= of the goometry of 
for swoval oommonly used 
a been given by Wilson 
peftlaular eoordlmte 7 to 
ting atoms I and jj, tbou 
(in 3-vector notation)p 
Lit - sLi I 
I Liere Ili is the 3-veetor definiM. - the wpilibrium position 
of atm I relative to the origin of ti* cartesian ". 0rdInateso 
Sludlarly,, In (1) the matrix o( my be written In tolm 
of the molomlar geometry t It ý2 ' 123 
(3-Voctor 24) 
ore the Cartesian comrponents of the displacement of a certain 
point In the moleaule during a amn rigid-body motion 
(y a 0), 9 wid (31*VOI0tOz* » um tho c(mpononto 
relative to the Cartealan &»& of the rotation Of the l»l«lll'o 
daring such a motion, tbSn dwrl% thO motion th* diOPIAO*- 
ment of atm I to (in 3-vootor notation) 
UL it ýt 
13S* 
in whioh 
R (AR) aaU, - PO P 
.0 
to t vbOre U be equilibrium poaltion of the roferewe point 
relative to the Cartesian *rigin. Equation (Al) constitutes 
rcmr3 5ýý'* '5ý '*f (36) with ya0., thus tiefWLrk,, oL-. 
', "13 n0l. 7 hAv* y defined gensmily VA 4 deflnod only 
fOr rigid-body motlon; tA) defim tj3a GoordLrotgo completoly 
we need to gerwralize the definition of_7_s that Ins to 
find the matrix 4 of (3): the matrix a of the Inverse 
evation (1) rill tLion 6, *,, do-Pined wdqasly. So ftr the 
only Icno7m x-Nilationo tAo iu%moim watricess 
WAvý, j, b are those exprossirg the mlpro*ILI nature of (1) 
and (2) s (3) 1 




AL osý oLu 
wbere are the unit matrices of orders Gn -6)., 6 
respeetive3q. These equations are not suffialent to dofim 
aj, A uniquoly. 
To mko the pz%)blAitu soluble wAqualy we add the 
requirement that the idnetic ororgy aball. be expressible as 
the am of indepwAent contribatims from the velocities 
arid j_ . In 
C-irtesiara the kinetic wwrgy Is 
1590 
Using (1) we expreas It in terms of t and as 
T (AB) 
W* r*quIrG the OrOes-tern, in, to be identically serot 
(A6) 
Equation (AW may bo regardod as a set of 3n-6 relations 
between t1a r(mrs of k; so also may the sooond eqpstion of 
04). Anae the 6 coordinates are linearly independents 
the 3n%6 matrix ý. I* of rank 6. so there are precisely 6n-6 
linearly Independent, relations between its raw*. Tbus tile 
sets of (A4) and (A6) Mot be equivalent vale 4)f writing 
thG SWO r0latiOn4j, that iss.! IM unt be aquVasible In 
terms of 
a'X a Abp (A7) 
wbare A is a MgU2" (bn-6)2 MattolZo All thAt VI IM 
now Is to determine At this to dorw by using W) and tba 
rirst equation or (AQ i 
b 14" 1 b' A' m ýA a 
vbomo 
A. G-. 1 * (AS) 
vbare Gj defined In (6),, is Wilson's Invers* kinetic wwxW 
ratrizo Mpations (4) wA (a) now ronow rrom (AS) , (Al7) 
(AS) I equation (5) to obtalrad by prewltiplylM 
bY 0ý- 1M MA UA ing (A 6) * 
Fm owation (Al) ve my derive the expualt ftm Of 
140* 
the "total Inertia reatrix" fa defired in (7). If ve 
dewto the jth row of kbyý&jj, then by comparing (1) and 
(Al) we find 
113L. z Ip0ý0 10 
0) 
ý-YL- 




04 It L0ý 
+Y; 
vbero xf. 0 Yi 0 Zi are tho Cartesian 
STMUM (7) Inow bosoms 
00 ZZ 
)y to 
ýxj to ý -Z. v 0 5. Xý 
Ol 0 Y. v -X;, ý o 
0 10 ýzz t YZ )Yý'24Z: 
Jt 
týx- 
Y -Xzziv 4,0 ý 
Zýj, 0 j-X: 7-yzxi 
, 
jZL'+xý4rYZZZ to 
-Yý xzý 0, -Z -Xýj-z-yz xý+Y. ;, , 40 lo 4 
019) 
0 
It LB 4)bvloUx an IMpecting (Ag) that f Pay be 
sUmpllflod by aboosing the oentr* of =as as the roforence 





m MIO (All) 
For (AIO) may be vritten as 
mi hi Z -0-.. p 
1a1 
so (Ag) boaam" 
(AIS) 
In which 
Ir Is the tumor of noxants and products of Inertia 
relative to the oentre, of manst 




+ xý eYZ, 
z&xik 
1t 6* 
The rigid-body term in the kUwtio snergy (S) now 
$puts up at-_'An into two tems, 
Tm0/v 1- 0f( P-b it m 7i-% + A. -9, 
f'. i, 
- 
The deflnition (3) of I nay be writton WWIICitl7 In 
3-voctor notation Jr. being regarded ws a dyadic) an 
I'l 
Ix M71 rli Ui (A15) 
x1 
A (A16) 
these veotors are now the dispUcament of the centra of mass 
and tba man rotation about that Centre resPectively, R 
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APPENDIX t1l. 
A Method for Computing Zero-Point Energies 
P. W. HIGGS 
Wheal. ilone Physics Laboratory, King's College, Strand, 
London, W. C. 2, England 
(Received April 14,1953) 
T HE zero-point energy of vibration of a polyatomic molecule, 
the force-field of which is adequately described for small 
amplitudes by a quadratic potential function, is 
N 
Eo= ill 2; 1% 
i-I 
in which Pj is a typical vibration frequency and N is the total 
number of normal modes. To calculate Eo for a molecule of given 
geometry and force-constants, one usually solves the secular 
equation for the frequencies in the form, 
I GF-xlj =o, 
in which F and G are the potential and inverse kinetic-energy 
matrices defined by Wilson, ' I is the unit matrix, and X=4wY. 
In terms of the diagonal matrix, A= diag (Xi), Eq. (1) may be 
rewritten as Eo=ih traceAi, 
where Al is the positive square root of A. 
Now the equation which determines the amplitudes of the 
internal coordinates y in the ith normal mode is 
GFyi=Xiyi; 
the set of these equations may be written in terms of the matrix Y 
which has yi for its ith column as 
A=Y-IGFY. 
transforma(ion such as (3), Eq. (2) may be transformed into 
Eo=ih trace (GF)i, 
in which (GF)i is the positive square root of GF, i. e., matrix X 
which satisfies the equation, XI = GF, and has only positive eigen- 
values. In principle, Eq. (4) provides a means of calculating ED 
directly from the geometry and force-constants. All that is re- 
quired is a method for computing the positive square root of a 
matrix M which has only positive eigenvalues: such a method is 
provided by the following iterative process. 
Let Xý be any NXN matrix which commutes with M and has 
only positive eigenvalues. Compute X, +,, defined by the equation, 
X. +I=i(X. +X. -IM)- (5) 
Then the sequence of matrices X. converges as n--+ oo to the posi- 
tive square root Mi. This is easily seen to be so if one applies to 
Eq. (5) the similarity transformation which diagonalizes M. 
Since every matrix in (5) commutes with M, the whole equation 
is diagonalized simultaneously and one obtains for each diagonal 
element the well-known sequence, 
X. +I = i(X. +X. -IM)' 
which converges rapidly to mi when x. is positive. A suitable 
starting value for the iteration is Xo= xoI, where xo is any positive 
number. 
I would like to thank Professor H. C. Longuet-Higgins for draw- 
ing my attention to this problem. 
By using the invariance of the trace of a matrix under a similarity I U. B. Wilson, Jr., J. Chem. Phys. 7.1047 (1939); 9.76 (194 1). 
